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Candidates For
Dean Announced
Dean Of Faculty Nominees
Visit Campus This Month
special emphasis on the inclusion of the sciences and focusEditor-in-Chief
ing on social and natural global
predicaments" in 1992.
Baker is also a permanent
After reviewing approximately 180 applications, the trustee for the Gaudino ProDean of Faculty search com- gram in Experiential and Intermittee has announced the national Education. The
names of the three finalists for program encourages field rethe position: Raymond William search and "learning in non-traBaker, Lucy E. Creevey, and Tho- ditional sites." Community
projects are funded and evalumas R.H. Havens.
Raymond W. Baker comes ated by this program, and exfrom Williams College, where amples of successful programs
he has been a professor of politi - that have resulted from this inical science since 1973. He tiative are the Freshmen Resifounded Williams' exchange dential Seminars and Student
program in Cairo in 1985, and Curricular Interns.
chairs, and co-founded the GloLucy E. Creevey is the Assobal Studies Program, "an inter- ciate Dean of International Afdisciplinary program with
seeDEAN on page 8
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL

Trinity was hit with another snow storm on Saturday. Although not
MATTHEW PRINCE
severe, it was a shock after the spring-like weather of fast week, Here, three students
head out into the snow to make their way down the Long Walk. Because it was a weekend,
most students could stay curled up in their rooms!

MarrB

TsSks To Fire Causes Loss Of Home
Bit
[Oncers
6V ELIZABETH PERRY

B Y KERRY MCKEVITT

News Editor
The employees of the
Marriott food services met
with Trinity College President
Evan Dobelle last Thursday
morning. President Dobelle,
who was accompanied by
Eddie Perez, Director of Com:
munity Relations, aiid by
Brian Clemow, the legal counsel for Trinity College, arranged the meeting due to the
concerns raised by both the
Marriott corporation and the
union chapter, 217, Neither
Marriott management nor
union organizers were present
at the discussion. The primary
purpose of his meeting with
the employees from Mather
Dining Hall, the Cave, the Bistro and Hamlin Hall was one
in which Dobelle could talk
about and listen to the concerns of the people. The President also emphasized that he,
in particular, and the College
are neutral concerning the
March 14 election for unionization.
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President Dobelle greeted
the employees and stated, "I
am more than happy to answer questions
The interest of Trinity College is to
make sure that you are fulfilled in your jobs."
He continued, "I have no
position on the vote for the
union or-for the retention of
Marriott.... Our interest is you
[and we will} absorb the costs
that Marriott gives or which
you negotiate." He also noted
that as • employees, the
Marriott workers have the,
right to receive a fair wage.
Following hisintroduetion,
Dobelle answered the questions and concerns of the employees which did not conflict
with his position of neutrality
The questions of the employees ranged from concern
about what the effect of
unionization would have on
an enrolled Trinity student
who works for Marriott to interest in what President
Dobelle thinks of the current
food service. To that question,
Dobelle responded, "You
see MARRIOTT on page 4

The house of Vicente Salvador was burned down on the
morning of February 21st. His
house, located on Flatbush Avenue was extensively damaged.
The fire department is not exactly sure what the cause of the
fire was. It started in the basement where an oil filled electric
space heater was located. Something happened with the heater
which is supposed to be very
safe.
Salvador's father in law,
Armondo Rodriquez was in the
house at the time and suffered a
heart attack after being badly
burned. He was transferred to
the Bay State Medical Hospital
where he passed away last
Thursday.
Vinnie lived on the third floor
of the house and his son Luis
Salvador, a student in the class
of 1998 at Trinity, lived in the
attic. Both lost everything in the
fire. Luis and his grandmother,
who came up to get him, were
saved by fire fighters from the
roof of the front porch. They
could not make it down the
stairs.
Salvador is a well known
member of the campus corn-

David Bows, Dean of
Admissions, will leave
Trinity at the conclusion of the spring semester
7
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Vicente Salvador of the post office and the LSC
greenhouse lost his home in a fire on February 21st.
munity. Most students know
him as the friendly post office
employee where he spends half
of his day. The other half is
spent in the greenhouse in Life
Science center.
For. the past week Salvador
has been working in the green
house He will be coming back
to the post office sometime next

Stewart O'Nan's new
book, The Names of
the Dead is reviewed
on
14

S4
FILE PHOTO

week.
A donation program has been
set up to help out the Salvadors.
Monetary donations in the form
of checks or cash are being accepted by either Tara Gill in the
Community Service Office or^
Craig Schneider in LSC Checks
should be made out to Trinity
College

Ray Jones '97 places
seventh in NCAA Division III Wrestling tournament and becomes
All American
24
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esponse: Mature
Decisions ForORL

A Tale Of Two Evils

required to report infringements of this policy. What usuI am writing in response to ally happens at Trinity is that
the article in last week's Tripod we do not take personal responentitled "Searching For Matu- sibility for our actions and we
rity Amongst College Peers" do not hold other students rewritten by Josh Freely '96. In sponsible for their actions.
reference to the case of the reIf there's a need to blame
cent firing of a Residential Life someone in this matter, why
staff person for drinking in a don't we blame the staff person
freshman residence hall, he who not only completely disrestated that he doesn't blame the garded his responsibility to readministrators for upholding port the drinking in the
To the Editor:

HIS MONTH, THE MARRIOTT WORKERS will

vote to determine whether or not they will
organize with Local 217. Given the way that The Tripod has presented the issue,
it would seem to be a clear-cut decision betweenthe oppressive management
and the helpless workers, being saved by the altruistic union. In this regard, The
Tripod has failed the Trinity community in appropriately researching and presenting pertinent information.
In fact, Laura Moye, the primary organizer for Local 217, has been quite the busy woman—
from picketing outside Mayor Peters' inaugural ball in December to organizing rallies down
the Long Walk, to interviewing with The Hartford News.
Two years ago, Trinity was faced with the same moral question of how fairly the Marriott
workers were treated. At the time, Local 919 was attempting to organize the workers, when
217 seized upon the opportunity to gain interest from Marriott workers. Workers complained that 217 harrassed them at their homes, trying to get them to sign cards for that
union. What ultimately resulted was sheer confusion, which Marriott management—renowned for its rigid anti-union,position—capitalized upon, thereby defeating the union
movement.
However, a year and a half later, when it was legal for another union movement, Local
217 returned to Trinity's doorstep. Laura Moye must certainly be committed to these Trinity cafeteria workers that she would mark her calendar with such precision. Or to share so
much information with the Hartford News in their February 7th issue. It may very well be
genuine concern that she has for Trinity's Marriott workers. But she also profits if the Trinity workers vote in favor of unionization under Local 217. And that is aside from the obvious profit that Local 217 organizers receive from union dues. It turns out, if one were to
read other issues of the Hartford News or peer beyond the gates of Trinity, that there is a
movement to organize all of the cafeteria workers in Hartford by Local 217. Trinity's cafeteria workers under Marriott Management Services, Corp. number approximately 100—a very
significant percentage of Hartford's total number of cafeteria workers. If Local 217 can
successfully organize these 100 people, it would certainly help the rest of their initiative.
Superficially, the question of Marriott unionization may seem to be the question of an
evil management versus the divine union. However with closer scrutiny, this is a subtle
conflict of various evils on different levels. It is truly unfortunate that trinity's Marriott
workers are caught in this struggle of self-interested groups. Come March 14th, the Marriott
workers will have the opportunity to choose between the evils. The choice that they will
make revolves around the question of whether things are better off the same, or change, no
matter what the cost. Their decision must resolve the question of which group's interests
will maximize the best living and working conditions. Let's hope that their interests—the
Marriott cafeteria workers—don't get lost in this battle of union and Marriott interests. A.P.

n

What usually happens at Trinity is that
we do not take personal responsibility for
our actions, and we do not hold other
students responsible for their actions.
the rules of the college.
Instead he put the onus on the
student staff people who
"passed off" the problem to college officials. He suggested that
this was an irresponsible reaction that is too common at Trinity. I completely disagree.
I feel that what happened in
this situation was definitely out
of the ordinary. Through the
grapevine, I have heard (and I'm
sure you have as well) of many
more instances in which drinking in freshmen dorms was not
reported to ORL The fact is that
it is not only the administrators'
job to uphold the rules of the
college. Members of the ORL
staff are also being paid to up-

freshman dorm, but went ahead
and drank himself? He put his
fellow ORL staff people in an
extremely difficult situation.
Nobody wanted him to be fired.
In all other aspects of his position, he was one of the most
dedicated and enthusiastic
people in the Residential Life
Program. I commend the staff
people who had the integrity to
carry out their jobs, knowing
full well that they would be reproached for it.
I too am "searching for maturity among my college peers,"
and part of being mature is taking personal responsibility for
one's actions and holding others
responsible for their actions.

start person agrees wit
drinking policy or not, s/he is

Sincerely,
Laurie Small '96
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Dean of Admissions and a Trinity
institution leaving. Might, however, lead
to fresh thinking in recruitment.
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Doesn't even show up to cheer his team
on when they're home for the ECAC
tournament. Good riddance.
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Marriott workers finally get a chance to
vote on a union.

Laura Moye JL Too bad it's Union 217.
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COMMON SENSE believes that there are only three
types of people in the world — the good guys (the up
arrows), the bad guys (the down arrows), and of
course those folks even we aren't exactly clear about.
This is an attempt to sort it all out.

Unfortunately, just because you're a good
A guy doesn't mean good things always
A happen. Our heart goes out to you and
your family.
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on the Friday before publication Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published However, named will
be withheld at the author's request The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity
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SGA: Somehow
Gets Attended
BY KERRI MULLEN

Opinion Writer

At the end of last year, the
SGA made immense changes to
its constitution. These changes
were made with the intention of
creating a stronger, more efficient body.
The number of seats on the
senate was cut in half, and com-

jor issues for students on this
campus.
Last year, we tried to tackle
the big issues. We tried to
modify the coed mandate. We
tried to overturn the keg ban.
We tried to address minority
representation within the SGA.
We didn't always reach our
goals; in truth, we frequently
did not accomplish what we set
out to do.

/ don't know if we've given up on the
student body or if the student body has
given up on us.
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mittees were combined,
changed, and redefined.
As this semester rapidly
draws to a close, I've been thinking about the changes that were
made, and trying to figure out
if the smaller, more structured
SGA is a better form of government.
I've been thinking about
what the SGA has done this
year. I guess it would be more
accurate to say that 1 have been
thinking about what the SGA
has not done this year.
Snapple is now $1. We'll be
getting outside basketball
courts. We've put out course selection guides. We're still trying
to get a stamp machine. We had
a pizza party.
We've done a lot of little
things. But we haven't done
anything big. We haven't tried
to make a difference in the ma-

I don't know which way is
better. It seems to me that the
big issues will always be the
hardest to change, but just because we've failed before doesn't
mean that it's time to stop trying. I don't know if we've given
up on the student body or if the
student body has given up on
us. I really can't blame either
side for their lack of faith.
What we need to do is find a
balance between the easy to
achieve "little" issues and the
much harder to accomplish "big
issues." Maybe next year the
Senate can do both. From my
perspective, one without the
other creates a lazy or frustrated
Senate and an apathetic, diseniranchised student body.
It's hard to do it all: But it5s
time the student body held the
Senate responsible for at least
trying.
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MONICA CUAN '96

"1 think that hard work
should pay off and students
who have proven that they
can academically excel should
have the opportunity to
attend Trinity. Not to say
that need based scholarships
should he overlooked."
ANNEMARIE PEIL '96

"If Trinity is going to have
merit scholarships, the scope
of possible candidates ought
not be limited to Hartford
alone."

MIKE BRADLEY '98

"Sure, definitely. I think it's
just a great device to attract
interest in Trinity."
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Around Trinity Goes Too Far
In Its Criticism Of Students
To the Editor:
It seems that the Tripod's
bashing of Lock wood is going to
continue unabashedly, as evidenced by Around Trinity's
comments in the last issue before reading week. Fortunately,
1 recognize that one of the most
important characteristics of an
individual or group is the ability to laugh at oneself, but there
are some slights which fall outside the range of good clean fun.
The meat of the article in
question was regarding some
inter-fraternity pranks on campus, and 1 take no exception to
that section. But in the closing
sentences, Around Trinity suggested that one ought not to
look to Lockwood if one sought
real women.
I am not sure what exactly
the intended implication is
here, but I know that I take personal offense on behalf of
Lockwood. It was suggested to
me by more than one ind ividual

outside of our organizationthat
this fell into the realm of libel.
While I would not go so far, I
would say that it was exemplary of extremely poor taste
and low journalistic credibility.
It is one thing to poke fun at a
group or its actions, but quite
another to launch ad hominem
attacks on individuals as is the
case here. 1 fail to see how the
author's opinion of the quality
of the women in our organization, whom I hold in very high
esteem, is in any way relevant to
the main content of the article.
I, like much of the rest of the
school, have laughed at Around
Trinity's somewhat cynical assessment of campus life, but I
also feel that the column does
itself a disservice by stooping to
meaningless and mean-spirited
attacks.
If Around Trinity's writer has
something personal against
Lockwood, or any of the Greek
organizations which he or she
regularly lampoons, then I hope

that he or she can step from behind the shield of secrecy and
say it openly. Otherwise I would
ask that any future commentary about any campus organizations remain above the belt
and not enter the realm of character defamation.
Sincerely,
Christopher Welch'97
President of Lockwood

'City Hall'
TotheBditor.
I have to admire film critic
Josh Freely for being able, to
sit through City Ball and
write a logical review. I
couldn't get past the first hour
without Mlingaslee.p. It was
a major tragedy to see all that
fine talent wasted needlessly.
Sincerely, • ' • '
Jose-R.Dugo'95
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Honey Alexander Conveys Marriott Workers
Husband's Views In Talk
Voice Concerns
continued from page 1
[Marriott food service employees] work with intensity and
deal with many demands.
You are accommodating and
do a superior job. I appreciate
every one of you... your service, quality and appearance
are superior,"
The President fielded other
questions abotn wearing
union buttons and its permissibility, the Marriott contract,
discrimination for union sup-

BY K. MICHAEL DERBY

News Writer
In an effort to revive her
husband's struggling presidential
campaign,
Honey
Alexander, the wife of former
Tennessee Governor Lamar
Alexander, spoke at the Smith
House on Friday, March 1. Mrs.
Alexander addressed a crowd
composed of administrators,
professors, students, some supporters and a number of reporters.
Dari Sylvester '98, the president of the College Republicans,
introduced Mrs. Alexander. Mrs.
Alexander told the crowd that
this was not the first time she
had visited the Smith House.
She talked about how she and
her daughter had visited Trinity when looking at schools a
few years ago.
She took a few questions from
the crowd concerning a num-

Honey Alexander was on campus last Friday.
MATTHEW PRINCE
She spoke to a group of students, faculty and administrators.

and believed that the states
should be able to decide that issue.
Going into the Connecticut
primary and others on March 5,
Alexander has yet to score
higher than third place after
promising showings in Iowa
Mrs. Alexander pledged that her husband and New Hampshire.
would abolish the Education Department
A recent fourth place showing
in Arizona seriously
despite his years as Secretary of Education
wounded his candidacy. A disin the Bush Cabinet
tant third in South Carolina, the
first test in Alexander's native
ber of issues including abortion, She did not face any challeng- South, hurt his campaign even
welfare and gays in the military. ing questions over alleged un- more. He will need to score well
She stressed that her husband ethical financial transactions in New England and Georgia to
wanted to return a large num- which have plagued Alexander continue a viable campaign. He
ber of federal programs back to for the p.a§t, few weeks, Pro-life also looks to score well in
the states. Mrs. Alexander also activists nave charged Ivifk
pledged that her husband Alexander with being pro-life. Still, many experts predict
would abolish the Education She did not reveal her own po- Alexander's candidacy will colDepartment despite his years as sition on abortion but noted lapse soon. The next week will
Secretary of Education in the that her husband was pro-life determine his fate.
Bush Cabinet. She also empathized her husband's commitment to increased personal
responsibility.
Mrs. Alexander handled herself well throughout the session.

ageraent are sitting on their
hands." He also mentioned
that the frustration with
Marriott has been building
and that this response was not
a spur-of-the-moment reaction. Another employee remarked that it also has to due
with respect. The management who did raise the hourly
wage by one dollar cue back on
the hours of the workers and
does not regularly inform
them of their hours.

One worker mentioned how she realized
that electing an union would mean that
there is a tough road ahead but that she
felt that there is no alternative due to the
"martial law" of the management
porters and the effect of unionization on the relationship between the employees, the
Marriott corporation and the
Trinity College administration, Dobelle was limited in
what he cou.ld answer and
how he could answer it due to'
the fact that he could not show
preference for either side.
A number of employees expressed their feelings concern-;
ing the relationship with, the
Harriott management.. One
mentioned how she realized
that elec'trag.a union would
mean thatthereisatcfugh road
tat shfc'felt. that'

One employee pointed out,
"Everyone here (Marriott employees in- the room] is under
the poverty level. We work
eight to nine months of the
year, We may want our chil*
drento attend this school, if
possible." Another employee,
in reference to Trinity College's
Hartford initiative, added,
"Marriott workers... we ARE
Hartford Help us,*
Dobelle concluded, "I Care
about you and this institution.
I emphasize that we are neutraL 1 see you as who you are,
not what you do and I look at

agement. A male employee
supported her by saying," The
reason that we need a union is
not just for money,,, theman-

the Marriot management and
the union and for a better
working environment will be
determined on March 14th.

1
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Dobelle Cave Chat Sponsored By Senior Class
BY ELIZABETH PERRY

News Editor
Dobelle met with students in
the Cave to discuss his plans for
the next few years and to answer questions on Wednesday,
February 28th. About 30 students were present at the informal session which lasted an
hour and a half. Dean Winer
was also there to listen and offer additional comments.
Dobelle began by talking
about things that are coming up
for the college in the next few
months. Then students began
asking questions. A few major
issues were brought up, including fraternities and the alcohol
policy. Dobelle stated that he
did not have any feelings one
way or the other about the
Greek system at Trinity. He
thinks they tend to be "looked
upon as a source of problems on
campus," and would like to
make sure they are hot causing
problems.
He would like to promote
other activities on campus such
as clubs, movies and events at
Austin Arts Center. In terms of
the alcohol policy, Dobelle
would like to create a sense of
"normalcy" on campus that
does not involve irresponsible
or excessive drinking.
Off campus drinking is an issue that concerns him a great
deal; He would like to see a
shuttle going to and from
Gotham Lounge and some of

President Dobelle spoke to students in the Cave last Wednesday.
MATTHEW PRINCE
Students had many questions and concerns that Dobelle answered and gave input on. About
thirty students were present to talk. Dean Winer was also there to talk to students.
the other bars and restaurants
down town. Dobelle commented that he is "more inter-

Dobelle is looking for in the new
Dean of Faculty. He listed integrity, proven scholarship, an

In terms of the alcohol policy, Dobelle would
like to create a sense of "normalcy" on campus
that does not involve irresponsible or excessive
drinking.
ested in working on good behavior than prohibition."
One student asked what

interest in diversity and private
institution experience as the
major things he hopes to find in

whoever fills the position. In
general, he hopes to see these
qualities in all of the faculty and
administration at Trinity. He
has made a commitment to improving the amount of diversity
at Trinity.
One student did ask about
Dobelle's feelings on the lack of
diversity at Trinity. He stated
that it was one of his biggest
concerns and he hopes to see
changes. The Target of Opportunity positions will have an

effect on the faculty, which
Dobelle feels is one of the most
important places to have diversity. In addition, he wants to get
more students from the Greater
Hartford area and would like to
see "more of an effort to celebrate diversity" outside the
cultural houses.
While the main topics discussed were diversity and the
alcohol policy, students also
asked and voiced concern about
the percentage of adjunct professors at Trinity the state of the
grounds around the campus,
the Vice Presidential debates
and student participation in
them, grade inflation, the departure of Jim Miller, safety on
campus, financial aid and
Marriott unionization.
Dobelle ended the forum by
telling students that next year
he is going to focus more on the
campus itself and what goes on
here. He spent this year raising
money, working on increasing
admissions and improving the
neighborhood.
Next year he will move onto
the campus. He has reached
many of his goals for the neighborhood with the $75.million
project and for admissions with
the major increase in applications.
Trinity is number one out of
all the top 40 schools in the nation in terms of the increase in
applications. Dobelle is now
ready to put his energy into the
campus and will begin looking
at what can be done next year.

NEWS
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New Fraternity Approved
BY MATT HENRY

Senior Editor

Over the course of the last
week, a new fraternity was created at Trinity. Delta Omega is
fully coeducational with its inception, and begins its first rush
period on Tuesday, March 5. The
fraternity was created through
the efforts of 12 friends who
found the lack of social alternatives, particularly for women,
problematic.
"As a group, we were unfulfilled with the current Greek social structure. In an effort not
to be affiliated with any preexisting Greek organizations,
we joined together to form the
first historically co-ed fraternity on the Trinity campus,"
said Amy Shackelford '97, a cur- •
rent member. Rima Doshi,
president of the organization,
said that the group, while still
small, will hopefully find a sizable number of pledges. "We're
all a little antsy with the first
rush, but as we grow, things will
be easier." There is no hazing in
the rush process for Delta
Omega. "We're a laid back
group," said Doshi, "we're not all
about partying."
As the fraternity is so young,
they do not have a house yet.
According to Doshi, the Deans
are considering the request for
a house, and may grant the fraternity a house sometime in the
future. In the meantime, the
members of Delta Omega have
been meeting in dorm rooms
and in Mather Hall.
The relative anonymity of
the fraternity, due to its recent

birthdate, could raise questions
as to why people should rush.
"We have a lot to offer in that we
don't have any pre-existing traditions or qualifications for inclusion in Delta Omega, Other

mandate of the Trustees. The
organization is unique in that it
was not formed by a merger of
existing fraternities or sororities. Men and women have
equal executive footing. Cur-

In an effort not to be affiliated with any
pre-existing Greek organizations, we joined
together to form the first historically co-ed
fraternity on the Trinity campus,"

-Amy Shackelford '97
groups may claim they don't,
but come on. We are still in the
process of building traditions
and whoever joins will be influential in making a place for us
at Trinity," said Shackelford.
One aim of the fraternity in the
rush process is to take members
that are in good academic
standing with the school.
The fraternity is the first to be
formed after the coeducation

rently, Rima Doshi is acting
president, with Kerri Mullen '97
acting as vice-president and
Ben Russo '97 as treasurer. The
balance will change next fall, as
two men will serve in executive
capacities along with one
woman. A preliminary constitution was drafted and accepted by the Dean of Students
office, making it a college sanctioned fraternity.
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NEWS BRIEFS
14 Cars Towed
Fourteen cars have been towed from the college
grounds so far this semester. Six were blocking cars in the
E lot of Summit street, 7 were not registered and had
received more than four tickets and one was blocking the
driveway of 100 Vernon Street. An additional car was
towed on Thursday. It was parked in a handicapped space
in Seabury lot and had received at least 23 tickets. The car
was not registered and Campus Safety is waiting for the
owner of the car to come forward to claim it. Campus
Safety would like to ask students not to double park on
Summit Street and to make the effort to come down and
get a FREE Broad/Vernon registration sticker. The fee for
an unregistered vehicle is $85. Even students who do not
live on school property, such as at a fraternity, should
register their vehicles.

Strong Pranksters
A prank was played on February 21st that involved
several cars on Vernon Street. Sometime after 2 AM, a
couple of cars on Vernon Street were physically picked up
and turned so they faced out into the street. No damage
was done to the cars.

Gym Machine Taken
Two gum machines were removed from the first floor
of Mather hall sometime between midnight on February
22nd and 8 AM on February 23rd. The chains holding
them down had apparently been cut to free the machines.
No one has been charged with the theft as of now.

Prowlers At ICappa

Alexander, wife of Presidential candidate Lamar Alexander.

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Give Us Our Voices!
In an attempt to educate the Holy Cross student community about
homosexuality and bisexuality, members of the organization, Allies decided to invite the
twenty-two year old gay actor of My So Called Life, Wilson Cruz, to give a lecture about his
life and experiences. Due to two different interpretations of the group's constitutional
clause, a controversy erupted. The clause of concern says, "Allies will make a special effort
to educate itself about Catholic teaching and other theological reflections on
:
homosexuality and bisexuality," From this clause, the administration expected that the
speaker should discuss religion. Because of the speaker's fee and the previous reason, the
administration rejected the proposal for Cruz to speak. However, after one week, the
administration rescinded its decision due to the students' outcry for free speech and
unfair administrative policies.

Gender Bias of Tenure
Two professors of Amherst College, Assistant Professor of Political Science Jeffrey
Rubin and Assistant Professor of Biology Elizabeth Lyons, filed sexual discrimination
complaints with the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination. Rubin claims
that the parental leave policy which allows female faculty members with or without
-tenure to take a leave of absence for one year during or after pregnancy and does not
apply to males is biased While evaluation for the female professor's tenure is extended a
year, the same does not occur for males. Lyons has filed a complaint that the faculty of
the Biology Department treated her unfairly and loaded her down with work. Both
professors sought tenure reevaluation but were denied. Each case will be discussed in
front of the Massachusetts Commission Against Disciimination where it will be
determined if the professors have a case.

Beloved Professor at Mount Hoiyoke Dies
Joseph Brodsky, the Andrew W. Mellon Professor of Literature at Mount Holyoke.
College and a 1987 Nobel Prize winner in Literature, died on January 28,1996,
A controversial poet in his homeland of Russia, Brodsky was later arrested and sent to a
labor camp for "social paratism." In 1972, he came to the United States and nine years
thereafter, he became a faculty member at the Holyoke campus. His death sparked much
sadness among the female students whom be had encouraged and inspired with his love
of poetry.

A resident of 162 Allen Place, the Kappa house, heard
some suspicious activity on the back porch of the house
on February 23rd. She and a friend investigated and saw
three young males fleeing through the cemetery next to
the house. No entry was gained and nothing was taken.
The Hartford Police arrived on the scene and checked the
area.

Another Ferris Theft
A student worker left a wallet and Sony walkman in a
backpack at the front desk and left for about five minutes
on February 22nd. When the student returned, both were
missing. There was $40 on the wallet. Campus Safety
urges students not to leave any personal property
unattended, even if for only a few minutes.

Fire Dept. Concerned
The Fire Department that services Trinity called
Campus Safety recently with concerns about the high
number of false alarms they have been receiving. There
have been seven cases this semester so far that have
involved students pulling the shunts that start the alarm.
In all these cases there was no fire. The department has
asked Campus Safety to take appropriate action and to
give them a report of what has been done. Director of
Campus Safety Brian Kelly, Director of ORL Sarah Neill
and the Resident Assistants in certain dorms will meet
with the residents of affected dorms to discuss the issue.
In addition, plastic coverings will be put over the shunts
in an attempt to prevent some of the false alarms.

Nlew Camera Sn High Rise
Campus Safety talked with students and the RA in
High Rise to discuss dorm damage and ways to prevent it.
A security camera will be installed in the dorm. Students
will be given advance notice as to when the camera will
start working. A new soda machine is going to be
installed in conjunction with the camera. The last
machine was damaged and cost the residents of High Rise
a lot of money. The camera will be placed in such a way
that the soda machine will be in view. Campus Safety
would also like to reduce the traffic of non-residents in
the dorm as a way to reduce the amount of damage.
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fiorging Partnerships Between Schools & Cities
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL

Editor-in-Chief

The question of the relationship between urban universities and their communities is particularly important to
Trinity College, especially in light of
President Dobelle's urban initiatives.
Secretary Cisneros oE the Department of
Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) has proposed that universities
and their communities come together to
form partnerships.
A panel discussion was held to discuss
this proposal Friday afternoon. Among
the panelists were Assistant Secretary for
Policy Development and Research
(PD&rR) Michael Stegman; President of
Trinity College Evan Dobelle; University
of Connecticut Professor of Urban Studies Louise Simmons; and Professor of
Law John Brittain.
With Professor Andrew Gold moderating, President Dobelle opened the discussion: "The last great hope of America
is the first great hope and that is higher
education." He continued, "These institutions need to play a critical role in revitalizing their neighborhoods."
Dobelle noted that in the depressed
neighborhoods, there is a lack of hope
and therefore people have nothing to
lose. If these people were invested in
their neighborhoods, he argued, then
they would have something to lose and
therefore would take amends to ensure
that they did not lose anything.
"The home ownership program would
encourage a significant middle class to
grow and move here (to Trinity's neighborhood)." He added, "We want to make
education central to their life. If they're
committed to getting a degree, then we'll
help f indrthem a job " He called Ytis plarfr
"geographical affirmative action."
Dobelle observed that colleges and
universities "are no longer need blind."
Further, he predicted, "American higher
education is two to three years away from
that which has hit managed health care.
All of the liberal arts institutions are not

"The students have firsthand experience
of what racial inequality really means."
The students stay in apartments that are
rented in the city of Hartford, spend
three days at his internship and attend
three classes. Even if a student enrolls
simply as a "resume-building opportunity," according to Prof. Simmons, "they
do very good work."
Prof. Brittain stated that "the pulse of
urban higher education is irregular and
is in need of 'critical care'." He noted that
faculty in higher education institutions
have three areas of concern:scholarship,
teaching, and public service. He observed that each of these are awarded,
with analogy to the Olympics, as gold,
silver and bronze respectively. And he
called for a reprioritization.
What he outlined was a strategy for a
university's "successful involvement in
urban communities: (1) clarify internally the role of higher education; (2)
communicate that role and larger community; (3) create and refine wellplanned proposal and consider all
government funds as start-up; (4) collaborate with community representatives without sacrificing goals; (5)
consolidate annually."
Assistant Secretary Stegman said,
"There are no more competitive environments than institutions of higher education." If one institution were to receive a
federal grant for an initiative, a competing institution would wonder why they
Panelists from left to right: Professor Andrew Gold, Assistant
MATTHEW PRINCE hadn't received the funding instead.
Secretary for Policy Development and Research Michael Stegman, Professor
Stegman said by engaging universities,
Louise Simmons, Professor John Brittain and President Dobelle.
HUD would be able to emphasize the "urgoing to survive—they will either colProf. Simmons spoke of her own expe- ban development" in their name. As for
lapse or merge." Trinity College, com- rience as director of the University of the plans which HUD endorsed, those
bined with Hartford Hospital, the Connecticut Urban Semester Program. which were accepted were those that
Institute of Living, and the forthcoming She has found that students are able to had unilateral support, from the top of
Children's J-lospital constitute $1.5 bil- integrate their academic strengths with • the administration to the students. Some
make a difference (in Hartford), nobody's
going to be able to," said Dobelle.
The proposed partnership between
Trinity and the health care institutions
"accentuates something we already have
at Trinity and gives synergy to our purpose."

^Express yourself,
abroab.

Examples she cited included students in
health, education, arts and business applying their talents in internships in
clinics, schools, galleries and businesses.
She added, "Computer science students
are welcome in many community settings," as many communities are seeking
to become on-line. "Take any liberal arts
subject—it is not hard to imagine the
links to other communities."
Her program at UConn builds upon
two different, but related, educational
models: experiential ("learning by doing") and.service-learning ("services to
individuals, groups, and communities").

faculty, but trie administration cud not
support, and thus HUD rejected those
proposals.
"Trinity won a community outreach
partnership grant of $500,000 (to) develop strategic visions for its community
that will benefit both the community
and the university," said Stegman.
So far there are 28 schools that are involved in urban initiatives.
In conclusion, Stegman said, "There is
not a liberal arts subject that is not a part
of urban development." Universities, in
his opinion, have every reason to invest
in their neighborhoods.

A and B are going away for Spring Break to
demonstrate that one-week vacations in the
sun and sand will improve their course grades.
A"s cost for Island J is $375 for air fare plus $95/
day for food and lodging. B's cost for Island K
is $325 plus $110/day. The distance between
Islands J and K is 210 miles. A and B plan to
meet on one of the islands during the week.

A

t Beaver College,we believe that study abroad is an opportunity for you to express yourself in new ways. Our commitment to working with you ensures a fulfilling academic and

personal experience. Call us for our 1996-97 program catalogs.
Specify Australia, Greece, Great Britain, Ireland, Austria, Peace

Studies or Mexico.

1.800.755.5607
cea@beaver.edu
http ://www.beaver.edu/

••i

BcavcrColkgc
Center for Education Abroad

(a) Are A and B using inductive or deductive reasoning?
(b) A thinks they are meeting on Island K. but B thinks they
are meeting on Island f. If A and B leave their islands at
exactly the same time, and A's boat travels 35 mph, and B's
boat travels 45 mph, how far from Island | will they be when
their boats pass each other? Express your answer in centime
ters using scientific notation and the appropriate number of
significant digits.
(c) Whose course grades will improve more when A and B
return to Trinity?
just in case lounging in the sun and sand don't help YOUR
math grade...Come to the Math Center!
TUTORING HOURS: AFUHINOONS -- MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
1-5 PM * EVENINGS - SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY 7-10 PM

MCEC 172
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Honorary Vice Consul David Borus To Leave
For Italy Opens Office Trinity At Year's End

HARTFORD, CT-Giacomo Corrado, legal counsel to the Consul General of Italy
at New York and Honorary Vice Consul
for Italy at Hartford, has opened a Hartford office located at Trinity College.
"We enthusiastically welcome Mr.
Corrado to our community of learning,"
said Trinity College President Evan
Dobelle. "It is particularly relevant that
we create such a strategic relationship in
this year, the twenty-fifth anniversary of
Trinity's Rome campus, where students
from colleges across the nation experience Italian culture, business and education while studying abroad in one of
the world's most historic and exciting
cities."
An attorney with the law firm of Pavia
& Harcourt in New York, Corrado was
named Honorary Vice Consul of Italy at
Hartford by the Consul General Franco
Mistretta in October 1995. Since accepting this honor, he has been working in
the Greater Hartford area two days each
week without a Connecticut "home
base." Corrado's responsibilities for the
State of Connecticut include overseeing
administrative requirements relating to
passports, applications for visas and citizenship, property, tax and military issues for Italian citizens living abroad. He
also is responsible for promoting Italian
culture, commerce and tourism.
Corrado said, "I strongly believe that
the presence of the Vice Consulate of
Italy at Trinity, and the cooperation with
its faculty, will promote a wealth of cultural activity which would not be otherwise available. All forms of consular
activities, including commerce, admin-

istration, culture and tourism, whichare
represented in New York by separate
agencies, can be combined into one
agency in Connecticut and will only
unfold to the full extent within a prestigious structure as Trinity. College."
In establishing this relationship,
Corrado and Trinity faculty have discussed the possibility of creating a permanent Institute of Italian Culture on
campus. In addition, Corrado has agreed
to coordinate an internship opportunity
for a Trinity student(s) as well as in-office seminars on "Comparative Law and
Foreign Agency Impact in the Hosting
Country" for students.
"As Vice Consul, I intend to strongly
pursue cultural promotions and business support for Italian foreign investors
in Connecticut," Corrado said. "Trinity's
well renowned Italian programs, which
are recognized as the most active in the
State, will afford us many opportunities
to achieve these goals."
Corrado has been living in the United
States since 1987. After graduating from
the Bologna University School of Law, he
earned a Master's of Law degree from
Fordham University. He is a member of
the New York Bar Association.
He and four assistants will move into
space in 70 Vernon Street, a Trinityowned building on campus that houses
the Southside Institutions Neighborhood Alliance (SINA) office and the
Trinity graduate and Individualized Degree Program (IDP) office.
Reprintedfrom Public Relations press release of February 20,1996.

B Y ELIZABETH PERRY

News Editor

When Evan Dobelle came on as
president of the college,he did some retructuringand reorganizing of the faculty. He wanted Trinity to become more
aggressive in their approach to public
relations, admissions and communicaion. Several vice presidential positions
were created as a result of this reorganizing. One position that was created
ivas the Vice President for Enrollment
Management. Christopher Small came
on to fill that position this year.
Small was hired to work in conjuncion with the Dean of Admissions,
David Borus "68. It was recently announced that Dean Borus will not be
working at Trinity as of June 30,1996.
^o one is going to be hired in his place:
the position of Dean of Admissions is
being permanently eliminated. Apparntly, the duties that Small and Boras
were responsible for were overlapping.
'This school is not big enough to support that level of top management,"
:oramented Small One of the positions
ad to be terminated
David Borus has served as Dean of
Adroissionsince 1988and will continue
;o be apart of the selection process for
,he Class of 2000. In.the coming
months Borus will be: considering a
number of optionsatotner institutions •
hichinclude positions madmissions,,
college counseling, college and inde-

David Borus '68 will leave FILE PHOTO
Trinity after eight years of service as
Dean of Admissions in June.

pendent school administration and
educational consulting. He has many
years of experience in the field of admissions and has already found many
opportunities.
In a recent press release. Borus said,
"I have both valued and greatly enjoyed
my eight years at Trinity, and this experience has been especially meaningful for me because of the opportunity,
to represent my alma mater. I will certainly miss my interactions with my
faculty and administrative colleagues,
and I obviously wishfor the continued
success of the College in the future,"

College Republicans Go To The NH Primary
party as they vie for the same position.
The College Republicans met politiNews Writer
cians both in the Dole campaign and
others from New Hampshire. After the
The Trinity College Republicans trav- Primary, they were invited to a gathereled to Concord, New Hampshire to ob- ing where Sylvester shook Dole's hand
serve the New Hampshire Primary and was interviewed by a CNN reporter.
firsthand and to offer their assistance to
She surmised that the reporter may
the Republican party on Tuesday, Feb- have selected her because she was "interruary 20. The New Hampshire Primary ested in seeing a young person interested
is considered to be important because, in the campaign." American youths tobeing the first primary each election day often appear to be "apathetic about
year, it sets a precedent.
life in general and politics especially."
Dari Sylvester '98 explained that they
When asked about her role as presiwere assigned to work on the Dole cam- dent of the College Republicans,
paign because they were the most ac- Sylvester replied enthusiastically, "I'm
commodating to what the College thrilled to be president. The club prior
Republicans wanted to do.
to that was dormant and hadn't done
The seven members of the club passed much to speak of to spark student interout informational pamphlets, held signs est."
and were in direct contact with voters.
The goal of the College Republicans is
Sylvester described the Primary as a not to maintain traditionally conservagreat experience and noted that she tive views, but to encourage interest and
learned a lot about the internal stress political debate around campus.
among candidates within the same
For example, they have participated in
BY TAMARA Nicot

debates with the College Democrats focusing on issues such as affirmative action and gun control. The debates allow
students to discuss various issues without focusing upon particular politicians.
One of the most recent events the Trinity College Republicans have sponsored
was a speech by Honey Alexander, the
wife of Lamar Alexander, one of the contenders for the Republican position.

The club has also been involved in
Debt Busters in Hartford. People from the
community, students and business
leaders are presented with situations and
asked to play the role of Congress in deciding various issues.
Events such as these help to foster the
flow of ideas and spur political interest
that the Trinity College Republicans describe as integral to their philosophy.

Macho
Nacho
Mondays
s.

Order two soft taco entrees & •Pancho's throws in
an order of nachos & a dessert
to share for free!
Offer available on Monday nights only.
t

"\
The College Republicans shown her e went to the
••
New Hampshire primary on February 20th. Dari Sylvester '98 is the president
of the College Republicans.

267 Farmington Ave • Hartford CT • 860-241-8200
Under the Oasis • Open 7 nights a week
' , • s •&•&••& Northeast Magazine
>
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Science Center To Be Built In East Hartford
members of SINA promised to assume
responsibility for maintaining fund raisOpinion Editor
ing efforts indefinitely.
Nevertheless, the veto of the dual site
After seeing that the offerof a helping proposal changed the connotation of
hand had turned from friend to foe, Trin- Trinity's bid entirely. Trinity no longer
ity decided to suspend its generous bid represented a salutary friend in the effor the proposed Science Center of the fort to boost the area's economic and eduGreater Hartford Area. The Center had cational situations, but instead a
been scheduled to be built near the Con- contender involved in a competitive bidnecticut River in East Hartford, but its ding process between East Hartford and
.:••••
location was called into question when SINA.-:/
Trinity bid to have it built in Hartford
As Linda Campanella, Trinity's Vice
instead.
President of Public Relations and MarThe Blue Ribbon Committee, the en- keting stated, the situation had become
tity charged with determining the out- "a game that Trinity didn't want to play
come of the issue, reached its final anymore — the rules had changed."
decision last Thursday. The Science CenIn accordance with this sentiment,
ter will be built in East Hartford, as op- Trinity submitted a letter to the Blue
posed to Trinity's suggestion that it be Ribbon Committee last Wednesday exbuilt here in Hartford on an available site pressing the desire to suspend its bid,
between Washington and Broad streets. leaving East Hartford as the sole conTrinity and the Science Center made tender for the new Center. According to
a joint proposal to the Blue Ribbon Com- Campanella, the general sentiment of
mittee last December, recommending a the letter conveyed Trinity's stance that
dual site for the new attraction. The "to win at the expense of others who
major features of the Science Center, in- would be cast as losers does not interest
cluding a roller coaster, a planetarium us."
and an IMAX theater, would remain in
Trinity realized that the Committee
East Hartford. To compliment this, Trin- would be unlikely to c6me to a timely
ity envisioned a second part of the Cen- and unbiased conclusion if it had to deter here in Hartford that would focus cide between East Hartford and SINA.
primarily on education, in conjunction WorthLoomis, corchairman of the Comwith Trinity's plans for the Allied Health mittee, praised Trinity and President
and Technology Center.
Evan Dobelle for their statesmen-like
Earlier this year, however, an advisor conduct in the situation.
to the Blue Ribbon Committee conIn light of this, the committee came to
vinced its members that the dual site a conclusion on the issue last Thursday,
plan would diminish the success and deciding that the new Science Center
quality of the project. The committee's would be built in East Hartford, as inifaith in this opinion changed the situa- tially planned. Furthermore, the plan
tion dramatically.
has been downsized from an estimated
On February 5, Trinity received a writ- $57 million in order to fit beneath, a
ten request from the Committee for an newly mandated ceiling of $45 million.
official proposal. Alter conferring witfy
In ptde^ to^^mt^ajanrijyayn^g,,
the other members of the Southside In- eyes of the BlueRibbon Committee, East
stitutions Neighborhood Alliance, or Hartford must now show its ability to
SINA, Trinity submitted the requested develSp an adequate funding plan and
proposal on February 19. The offer in- secure two leaders for the operation. One
cluded a $10 million dollar cash contri- such person will be in charge of conbution, $15 million dollars in federal struction, and the other will lead the orloans, and a new parking garage, valued ganization once it is opened to the public.
at $10 million dollars.; In addition, the The Committee has given East Hartford
B Y CHRIS SAVARESE
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UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES IN

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
Fully integrated study at British, Irish,
New Zealand and Australian universities

FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER- FULL YEAR
INSTEP •SUMMER PROGRAM • INTERNSHIPS
Study Abroad Information Session
Representative: T ° m Roberts
fjate*
Thursday, March 7
Location:

3:00 -5:00
Mather Student Center
Terrace Room B 2nd Floor

For further information please contact: Your Study Abroad Office on campus
or the Institute for Study Abroad, Butler University, 4600 Sunset Avenue,
Indianapolis, IN 46208, Tel: 317/940-9336 or 800/858-0229 Fax: 317/940-9704

until December 15 of this year to meet
these conditions.
Campanella stressed that Trinity was
not in any way withdrawing its bid, but
instead only "suspending interest" in the
issue. Should East Hartford find that it
is unable to meet the necessary conditions, Trinity made it clear that its bid
would be renewed if the occasion arose.
She also pointed out that "we in no way
see this as a loss — our plate is full," referring to Trinity's $175 million commitment to the renovation the surrounding
neighborhood. In addition to this, Trinity is definitely moving forward with its
plans to develop the Allied Health and

Technology Center.
Trinity, working within its partnership with SINA, is already far into the
planning stages for this program. The
Allied Health and Technology Center
will serve to maintain the educational
goals Trinity hoped to achieve through
the prospect of a local Science Center.
As it stands now, East Hartford will
accelerate its fund-raising efforts and begin its national search for two individuals to serve as leaders in what is now
their project. Meanwhile, Trinity will
further its plans for renovating the
neighborhood and bringing the Allied
Health and Technology Center to life.

ORL Begins Safety
Inspections In Dorms
BY EUZABETH PERRY

News Editor

The Office of Residential Life in conjunction with Campus Safety has
started their annual health, safety and
fire inspections in. dorms on campus.
They started ort Thursday, February 29
andwill continue every Thursday and
Friday until the March IStK.
• ORL is required to conduct inspections for, insurance purposes. They
also want to-insure the safety of students, While the main purpose of the
inspections is to lookfbrfire'andsaf.ety
hazards, like candles, microwaves: or'
loose or exposed- wires, they are also
looking for any healthhazards; Direc-

however, the room will still be inspected., •
A diverse group of people have been
chosen to conduct the inspections so
that every aspect of campus life can be
represented. The idea is to do a thorough inspection of not only the se:
lected rooms, but also of the common
'. spaces in the dorm, like lounges, hall*
ways and bathroom's.- ORL and Cam. pus Safety can then determine if
anything needs to be done to fix up the
dorm.- •

'

,

The individuals inspecting are a
campus safety officer, a Buildings and
Grounds representative, Terence
1
Healey> a graduate assistant in ORL,
Director of ORL Sarah Neili and Direct o r ^ Campus Safety Brian Kelly. •

have gone very well. They do not gen- wlio fame on as the
erally find a large number of safety Office of Residential Life year hopes to
increase the inspections to once a sehazards,
4--totaioffiftyrooms)'whtchrepre- , mester.
In addition, she hopes to inspect
senr.5-4 little, over'5% of-all' room's on
in
catfjpus.wiUMlpokedat. The rooms more'rooms the future; While it is
are randomly selected and include all not; likely that they would ever be able
dorms^tuden.ts are notified through' ' to inspect alHiaonSs on campus becampus malta t least 24- hours .in ad-, caiise of thetime and staff that would
'.vance if-their-joorja is to be inspected. take, they do hope to see more rooms.
' Ait,Qccuparufs:Qf, the room are en- ORL wants to raakesure the dorms are
• eburagedto -be present during the in- safe to live in want to see that students
spection. If they are unable to be there, are taking care of their living halls. -

Three Dean Of Faculty
Candidates Nominated
continued from page 1
Havens has extensively published on
fairs at the University of Connecticut the history of Postwar Japan. He has
and a professor of political science. She twice been awarded Fulbright fellowis also a professor in the department of ships, among other prestigious fellowagricultural and resource economics. ships to conduct research at Waseda and
She has served as director of many pro- Chuo Universities in Tokyo.
grams, including the Program in InterHis current research is focusing on
national Development and Appropriate "the idea of self-censorship in Japanese
Technology at UConn, and at she has di- media and society in the postwar perected the Women's Studies Program and riod... to analyze how social institutions
Urban StudiesProgram at the University like the press and the schools enforce a
of Pennsylvania.
normative idea of citizenship and
Creevey's self-described areas of spe- personhood."
cialization are Comparative Politics, PoThe committee convened in October
litical Development, and Women in 1995 and began reviewing applications
Development. She lists her research in- in late November, The advertisement for
terests as: "Impacts of Microenterprise the position read: "The College seeks a
Programs and other Planning Strategies, • , dean of scholarly distinction who is an
Religion and Political Development, Ru- accomplished teacher committed to the
ral Women in the Politics of Developing values of education in the liberal arts
Countries, Traditional Institutions and and sciences." The advertisement also
their Transformation due to Moderniza- stated that the College seeks someone
tion and Economic Change."
with administrative experience. • .'.-,.
Thomas R.H. Havens is a professor of
These candidates will be on campus
history arid East Asian languages at the in the next two weeks to interview with
University of California, Berkeley. He is administrators and faculty and acquaint
also the director.of the East Asian Li- themselves with the campus.
brary at Berkeley. Havens is the only canA final decision is expected late in, •
didate who has experience as acting March, and the new dean of faculty's
dean of faculty (1982-1983) while at appointment will begin •on. or before
Connecticut College
,June 1,1996.
•
.r ,'v:_;\i_/:|
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Carson Speaks About King And Malcolm X
BY KERRY MCKEVITT

News Editor

In the spirit of celebrating the conclusion of Black History Month, Clayborne
Carson of Stanford University gave a lecture entitled, "Martin Luther King in the
Age of Malcolm X."
He was introduced by a fellow colleague and Associate Professor of History, Dr. Cheryl Greenberg. She
described Carson's educational accomplishments which range from his activism on his college campus to his
doctorate degree from the University of
California at Los Angeles.
As a professor of history, Carson has
researched the lives of Martin Luther
King, Jr. and Malcolm X. He has edited
and directed the publication of the Martin Luther King papers and its two vol-

that the causes for pessimism were "not
sources of objective conditions but a
source of trajectory change." He stated
how modernization is wiping out the
multicultural, multi-ethnic, and religious differences of the past.
Carson explained how since the
"golden age of the 1960s," much progress
has been made. To support his belief, he
suggested that if the youth of today do
not believe this, "they should experience
1955 Mississippi."
Overall, "things seem to get better," according to the speaker. Improvement
occurs generation by generation and the
conditions are not the worst. However,
the major source of pessimism is "the
missing sense to struggle to make it [life]
better," Carson stated. He discussed how
the vision of leaders and followers gives
hope to the struggle. According to
Carson, the birth of the new age for Af-

more symbolic value to the community.
They are the products, not the initiators,
of the events of the 1960s. This realization provoked Carson to ask other questions about today's current struggle for
African-Americans such as "Why have
we reached this point forty years later?"
and "Why have we lost the momentum?"
While attempting to find an answer

and Malcolm X were more complex than
their grassroots campaigns and their infamous oratories. Both were symbols
who, at the end of their lives, had the
"possibility of transcending the political
identity movement," Carson emphasized. King was able to understand the
Black consciousness due to his immersion in the church and his connections

Carson informed the audience of how King and Malcolm
X were more complex than their grassroots campaigns
and their infamous oratories.

to these questions, Carson continued his with the institutions.
discussion on the lives of King and
According to Carson, "King repreMalcolm X. During the 1960s, King was sented everything that Malcolm X did
"able to capture the sense of prophetic not." His affluence and different outvision in struggle," Carson observed. looks for solutions differentiated King
From these struggles, it is necessary to from Malcolm X. Both interpreted life
understand that the "great movements and the events of the period from their
produce great leaders."
own perspectives. Yet, King and
Malcolm X were able to transcend the
Without
the
occurrence
of
these
Throughout his lecture, Carson returned to his belief that
movements, both King and Malcolm X movements.
African-Americans focus on the unanswerable question, would most likely have continued in
For today's society, Carson sees a new
their personal pursuits. Instead, each politics which he named "the politics of
"Who are we?" which prevents them from answering the
became a symbol for the African-Ameri- attitude" in which the frustration and
one, "Where do we go from here?"
can community. For example, Carson the anger of the community is never
declared, "Malcolm X was a symbol for translated into political action.
umes as well as the future third one. rican-Americans occurred when the turning inward, for developing the Black
Again, he emphasized that persons
Carson wrote a drama, "Passages of Mar- "entire Black community was unani- power and for developing the Black con- must "move beyond the politics of identin Luther King," which has been per- mous in the 381 day boycott" of the sciousness."
tity." Carson noted that the question of
formed at Stanford University and Montgomery bus companies.
With this said, Carson returned to his "Who are you?" can not be answered unDartmouth College.
It impacted the entire American so- focus on the "identity" struggle. He til one acts.
Throughout his lecture, Carson re- ciety and "gave the sense that there was noted," [There is] endless fascination
By entering the struggle and acting,"
turned to his belief that African-Ameri- a 'new' struggle." Nevertheless, Carson with the question of identity which cap- one will be able to leave the struggle with
cans focus on the unanswerable question, remarked that "the Black struggle had tured the attention of Black people more a different identity than when one en"Who are we?" which prevents them more of an impact outside of the United than political movements have and will." tered. [The person will leave] with new
A better society can form after the end values and a new social role." This is exfrom answering the one, "Where do we States." •
go from here?"
From his research, Carson declared of the struggle. As Carson said, "One sac- emplified by Martin Luther King, Jr. and
While Carson noted that the present that while both Martin Luther King, Jr. rifices himself for a better future. One Malcolm X who were transformed by
is "not the best of times," he suggested and Malcolm X are heroic, they have searches to feel good... to have pride in their movements.
oneself." Although political movements
Carson concluded with a quote from
can offer social progression, it is difficult Frederick Douglass which referred to
for them to answer the "identity" ques- how the whole history of reform was
tfori, AfteralL "each identity offers a dif- born of a struggle and the effects of the
ferent version of and vision of the future," struggle. His conclusion further stressed
Carson reflected.
that from suffering and sacrifice,
He informed the audience of how King progress is made.

Adds Yale Hospital
BY CLAY SIEGERT

Senior Editor

The joint Trinity College/Hartford
Graduate Center Clinical Engineering
Internship Program has announced
that the Yale-New haven Hospital, the
hospital associated with the Yale
School of Medicine, will now partake
in the program.
"This type of collaborative program
represents an appropriate model for

Bronzino. "Our motto is 'give us a few
good men and women' and we will
turn them into engineers whocanhead
other programs."
Students chosen for this selective
program spend 25 to 30 hoursper week
at a medical institution either working
in laboratories or performing a research project of interest to the institution.
Students become indoctrinated into
hospital operation and procedures and
augment their experience in the clini-

"The students learn a wide range of knowledge about
the technology" said Bronzino. "They learn who uses
the technology, who it helps, how it works and how to
apply it to meet clinical needs."
making the necessary linkage between
academia, hospitals and industry to facilitate the training of individuals that
will ensure safe, efficient health care
'delivery," said Joseph Bronzino, director of the program and Veraon Roosa,
Professor of Applied Science at Trinity.
In participating in the.internship
program, Yale-New Haven Hospital
joins institutions as Hartford Hospital,
Bay State Medical Center of Spring-,
field, Mass and the Dempsey Hospital
in Farmington, which is associated"
with the University of Connecticut
MedicalCenter.
The two-year master's degree program, founded by Trinity College in
1974, is the premiere training program
for clinical engineering students in the
United States; '
"Over the last 25 years, we have
.grown to be recognized as one of the
finest programs in the country." sdid

cal environment with academic
courses.
"The students learn a wide range of
knowledge about the technology," said
Bronzmo. "They learn who uses the
technology, who it helps, how it works
and how to apply it to meet clinical
needs."
Participation-of- the Yale-New Haven
Hospital is being supported in part by
a grant from Executive Risk, an insurance company specializing in medical
technology, Cormetrics, maker of neonatal observance technology in the
Hartford area, sponsors in part the prograrn:at Hartford Hospital.
• "The support of companies shows
that we are recognized as a good training groundfortraining people for [the
companies1!- environments," said
Bronzmo. "Many of ourgraduatesnpw
head-clinical groups across the court*
trv"

OMON UP at BOOGIE
AT THE

"BtJSH"

per perion
per night
tax not included
max occupancy
restrictions ipply
Other vac won
packages available j

SPRHSTG

THE N E W
SUGARBUSH
/lilt-ails
S 6 interconnected
Mtn. peaks
/ 300% increase in
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S "El Sid", one
rocking snow park
/ Great night life!
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I

24th till dosing I

per day
This ''package.;'
includes ^
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For Reservations Call
1-800-53-SUGAR
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Around LECTURES
Trinity...
Tues, March 5

You Thought They Were Dead
Just to keep Lockwood from getting pissy,
another fraternity has been organized on cam
pustodraw Around Trinity'sf ire. Delta Omega,
the fodder, posted signs last week to attract men
and women from around campus to join the
new social organization. Calling this latest fraternity "new" is, however, a bit of a stretch. The
charter mem bers hail from SLRC — the only fraternity actually bankrolled by the school. No
word yet whether Delta Omega will use SLRC's
current residence in Mather, although ATis quite
sure that playing Marathon and spades will be a
required rushing rituals.
12 Step Program
If President Dobelle's more lax attitude toward fraternities has inspired you to form your
own organization, Around Trinitywould like
to offer the following ad vice. First, pick asocial
group to target — define base of friends. Be careful to avoid those groups which are already
taken — AD, jocks; Lockwood, nerds; St.
Anthony's Hall, snobs; Delta Delta Delta, cup
designers; Kappa, Delta rejects; Delta Omega, rejects from everywhere else; et cetera. Second,
make sure some of your friends are of the opposite sex — probably best if you've been hooking
up with them for some time. Third, give each
other titles so everyone has something to put on
their resume. Finally, come up with rushing activities. Stealing Lockwood's flag, streaking the
quad, qr dating a member of the fantasy guild
are appropriate but not necessarily exhaustive.
R-E-S-P-E-C-T
Mama-^rouncf Trinity always said that the
two groups of peqp|e you shouldn't upset at college are the people'who hari'&te your food anil'
the people who handle your mail. Too bad most
Trinity students don't get such good advice. According to the post office, one student recently
complained that they had lost his pay check. After the mail room was turned upside-down looking for the check, and the student threatened the
employees on several occasions, it was learned
that he had actually cashed it days earlier. The
student^ in true Trinity fashion, refused toapolo
gize. ATngtees that on occasion the mail room
can be less than speedy. But if you had to deal
with the likes of the average, disrespectful Trinity students and their mail on a daily basis, what
motivation for stuffing mail boxes would you
have?
Sociology
The sociological experiment is complete.
Last year about this time The Tripodbcgzn a test
in conjunction with the sociology department.
AH parts of SGA were held constant except the
president — our variable — in which we placed
the most unlikely candidate we could find.
Karim Sadik-Khan then spent the year fumbling
about as we all watched, took notes, and tried to
see if the problems of Student Government were
endemic to the organization, or could be
changed by one individual. We are now proud
to announce our results — despite the claim of
the signs around campus, it really doesn't mat
ter who is elected to SGA. Just like presidents of
past years, Karim did nothing. Actually, that's
not true. For the first time in anyone's memory,
the SGA meeting Monday night failed to happen
because they didn't have quorum — two-thirds
of the governing body. The Tripod would like
to extend its hardy thanks to the members of the
study.
New Bistro Activities
Along with darts, the Bistro has implemented a new student activity. Grape passing
was demonstrated last Tuesday evening by two
students. The rules are simple: pass the grapes,
one at a time, from one player to another, the
use. of hands is not allowed, tongues wandering
over various parts of the other player's anatomy
is encouraged, and make sure that you're sitting
somewhere the entire dining crowd can watch.
The first players of the game were thanked for
their stunning demonstration with a rousing
round of applause — after which they quickly
ran back to a room in Wheaton. Around Trinity has no idea, however, as to why.
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PERFORMAN
7:00 PM

Wed, March 6

7:30 PM

Trinity College Associate Professor of Sociology
Stephen Valocchi will deliver a talk entitled "The Historical Development of Community Organizing." The
event is free of charge and open to the public. It will
take place in the Ri ttenberg Lounge of Mather Hall. For
more information, call (860) 297-5170.

Studio 47 once again presents a choreographers'
works-in-progress session. Hartford's Rebecca Lazier
and New Haven's Mary Barnett will present their worksin-progress. The event is free of charge and the public
is welcome to attend. The event will be held in Seabury
Hall 47. For more information, call (860) 297-2199.

Thurs, March 7

Thurs, March 7

12:15 PM

Noon

As part of the Lunch Series presented by the Trinity
College Women's Center and the Office of Faculty
Grants, Assistant Professor of Political Science Michael
Niemann will deliver a lecture entitled "Human Rights
and Women's Rights." The event is open to the public
and is free of charge. It will take place in the Women's
Center of Mather Hall. Call (860) 297-2408 for more
information.

The First Church of Christ Center Church's Repertoire will present a concert in conjunction with the
Connec t-The-Dots Program. The concert features Violinist Samantha George and Cellist Robert DeMain of
the Hartford Symphony Orchestra. The event will take
place in the church's meeting house on the corner of
Main and Gold Streets in downtown Hartford and is free
of charge. Call (860) 249-5631 for more information.

Thurs, March 7

Fri - Sat, March 8 - 9

4:00 PM

Arturo Escobar of the University of Massachusetts
will present "The Making and Unmaking of the Third
World." The event is free of charge and open to the public. It will take place in Terrace Room C of Mather Hall.
Sponsored by the Anthropology and International Studies Programs and the Department of Political Science.

Thurs, March 7

7:00 PM

As part of Trinity College's celebration of Women's
History Month, Joyce Hamilton, L.C.S.W, will present
"Let's Talk: A Conversation About African-American
and West Indian Women." Dessert will be served. The
event will take place in the Women's Center of Mather
Hall.

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, March 6
5:30 PM

Sunday,
1:00 PM
5:00 PM

.'Carillon Guild,

Episcopal Holy Eucharist
Rev. William Starr, Chaplain
Roman Catholic Mass
Rev. Raymond Srmalowski

Babe(G)

8:00 PM

New York's Obie award-winning theater/performance art company will present a comic monologue
and a lively duet entitled "The Talking Band" in the
Goodwin Theater of the Austin Arts Center. Admission is $12 for general admission and $8 for students and
seniors over 60. Trinity students with I.D. receive free
admission. For more information, call (860) 297-2199.

Fri - Sat, March 8 - 9

8:00 PM

The Hartford Symphony Orchestra will present "Top
o' the Pops!" The performance is billed to be an Irish
celebration featuring tenor Frank Patterson. The presentation is under the musical direction and is being
conducted by Michael Lankester. The performance will
be held at the Bushnell. Ticket prices range from $14 to
$41. For more information, call (860) 246-6807.

Fri, March 8

8:00 PM

The University of Connecticut's Jorgensen Auditorium will present the hit Broadway Musical Comedy
"Gigi." The show was written by Lerner and Loewe, the
same duo who wrote such shows as Brigadoon, My Fai r
Lady, and Camelot. Ticket prices range from $11 to $15
and can be purchased by calling (860) 486-4226.

Tues, March 19

8:00 PM

The Hartford Chorale will present Verdi's "Requiem"
at the Bushnell. The performance features the Hartford
Symphony Orchestra and also includes a free pre-concert talk at 7:00PM. Tickets range from $11 to $35. Call
(860) 244-2999 for more information.

Wed - Sat 7:30 PM

(Australia, 1995) Directed by Chris Noonan; written by George Miller and Noonan, based on the novel "Babe, the
Gallant Pig" by Dick King-Smith. Cast:James Cromwell, Magda Szubanski, with the voices of: Christine Cavanaugh,
Evelyn Krape, Roscoe Lee Browne. Accompanied by a child or not, don't miss the opportunity to see this year's Golden
Globe Award Winner for Best Musical or Comedy. Babe just happens to be an animated coming of age tale of, well, an
adorable pig. A delightful and innovative film, Babe, is the brainchild of Chris Noonan, the director of Mad Max and
Lorenzo's Oil. It all takes place on an Australian farm in Wingecarribeeshire, as a young pig learns - and rejects - his
place in the barnyard, preferring the life of a sheepherding dog... Seven Academy Award nominations, including Best
Picture. 91min.

Kicking And Screaming (R)

Fri - Sat 9:30 PM

(1995) Directed by Noah Baumbach. Written by Baumbach, based on his story, written with Oliver Berkman. Cast:
Josh Hamilton, Eric Stoltz, Elliott Gould, Olivia d'Abo, Chris Eigemanjason Wiles, Carlos Jacott. A truly funny film
that asks the burning question: after four years of college - go to graduate school or work in a video store? Playing four
East Coast slackers with an education, this brilliant ensemble cast puts off the inevitable job search while pursuing
women (with little luck) and kicking around their ever-changing philosophies of life. There are some priceless moments here, as in when Grover (Josh Hamilton) tells father Elliott Gould, "Dad, I'm really not ready to accept you as a
human being yet..." 96min.

Last Summer In The Hamptons (R)

Sun 2:30 PM; Sun - Tue 7:30 PM

(1995) Directed by Henry Jaglom. Screenplay by Jaglom and Victoria Foyt. Cast: Victoria Foyt, Viveca Lindfors,
Andre Gregory, Martha Plimpton. A large and tangled theatrical family spend their last summer together at a rambling Long Island retreat, before they must submit to financial realities and sell it. Presided over by Helena Mors, a fiery
matriarch played by Viveca Lindfors in her final role, they talk, flirt, eat and drink, celebrating their complicated history together. Victoria Foyt adds a touch of dissension as a glamorous Hollywood star who doesn't quite fit in, and Jon
Robin Baitz does a wicked parody of an up-and-coming playwright. A sophisticated and unconventional comedy, by
the director of Eating and Venice/Venice. 105 min.

Leaving Las Vegas (R)

Wed - Sat 7:30 PM

(1995) Directed by Mike Figgis. Written by Figgis, based on the novel by John O'Brien. Cast: Nicholas Cage, Elisabeth
Shue, Julian Sands. As described by writer John O'Brien, Las Vegas is the ideal last stop on the way out: surreal, glaring
with color, and dripping with existential glamor. The year's least conventional romance begins as a movie executive,
played by Cage, loses his job and takes off for Vegasfora dance to the death with booze. On the way down, he makes a
connection with a call girl (Shue) who is drawn to him, in spite of (or maybe because of) his self-destructive plunge.
112 min,
•
,
.
compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Wed, March 6

7:30 PM

As part of the Peabody Museum of Natural History's
series on exotic parts of the world, Clark University Professor of Design Sarah Buie and Photographer Arnold
Alderman will deliver a presentation on "Tibet: Above
the Clouds." The cost is $25 per person. The museum is
located at 170 Whitney Avenue in New Haven. For more
information, call (860) 432-5099.

Sat, March 9

1:00 PM

The Farmington Valley Arts Center will present Artist Joey Funk in their "Meet the Artists" series. Funk's
work is part of the arts center's exhibit on the 20th anniversary of work by members of the Connecticut Potters Cooperative Association. The exhibit will run
through March 17. For more information, call (860) 6781967.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Freedom Has An A.K.
On Wednesday, March 6 at 7:30 PM in the McCook
Auditorium, the Trinity College Democrats and the
Trinity College Republicans will be sponsoring a discussion/debate dealing with the issue of gun control
in America. The event is part of a series of open discussions on current issues between the two organizations.
There will be an opportunity for students to give their
own opinions on this issue. Refreshments will be
served. For further information, call (860) 297-2677.

Religion Department Open House
On Thursday, March 7 at 6:00 PM, the Trinity College Department of Rel igion will host a dinner and conversation regarding how a Religion major could be of
value to students. The event will take place in McCook
201 Please R.S.VP. with the department secretary at
(860)297-2471.
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AITIfcv.
Thursday, March 7
8:30 PM

Trinity College Assistant Professor of Fine Arts
Patricia Tillman's exhibit entitled "Sculpture" will be
closing. The exhibit is located in the Wiedner Gallery
of the Austin Arts Center. Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday, 12:30 to 5:30 PM and Saturday and Sunday, 1:00 to 5:00 PM. Admission is free. Call (860) 2972199 for more information.

9:00 PM

9.00 PM

10:00 PM

Sun, March 10

2:00 PM

The William Benton Museum of Art at the University of Connecticut will present a gallery talk with the
museum docents. This is in collaboration with the exhibit entitled "Printmaking In America: Collaborative
Prints and Presses, 1960 -1990," on view through April
6. For more information, call (860) 486-4520.

Through April 28
The Bushnell is proud to announce the opening of
"Paintings From the Open Air" featuring Connecticut
artists Beth Ellis and Use Gordon. The paintings fall
within the "plein air" style, in the same variety as American Impressionists such asJohn Henry Twachtman and
Childe Hassam. The exhibit is on display in the Promenade Gallery. Gallery hours are VVednesdays. and
Thursdays, 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM; during; all Mainstage
events, and by appointment. Call (860) 987-6000 for
more information.

Religious Tolerance Forum
The newly formed Religious Tolerance Committee
will be hosting a forum and dinner on Tuesday, March
12 at 6:00 PM in the Alumni Lounge of Mather Hall. The
forum's intent is to create informal discussion about relevant issues. Individuals of all faiths are encouraged to
attend. Dinner will be catered by Timothy's. This program is being sponsored by Hillel, the Chapel, the Inter
Varsity Christian Fellowship, and the Dean of Students
Office.

Writers On Writing
Trinity College Allan K. Smith Professor of Creative
Writing Stewart O'Nan will lead an informal conver.satiqn pi
award-winning novel, Snow Angels. The discussion will
take place on Wednesday, March 13 at 4:30 PM in the
Writing Center.

The Trinity College French Club
will present their 2nd annual International Night at the Bistro.
This semiformal event comes
complete with food, beer, and music. Cost is $4.
TCAC presents "Light and Dark
Night." Enjoy beer and laughs in
the Cave. Cost is $4.
70s Costume Party in the Washington Room. Alt. Bev. available.
Cost is $5.

Saturday, March 9

Poetry Reading and Reception
Luis Rodriguez, a poet-in-residence at Trini ty College
will be featured at a reading on Thursday, March 7 and
on Tuesday, March 12 at 8:00 PM in the Boyer Auditorium in the Life Sciences Center. A book-signing will
follow the reading. On Friday, March 8, a reception will
be held in the English Department Lounge at 5:00 PM.
For more information, call (860) 297-2454.

"Status Quo," an acoustic duo, will
perform as part of pub night at the
Bistro.

Friday, March 8

7:00 PM

Sun, March 10

10:00 PM

10:00 PM

In honor of Women's History
Month, Thelma and Louise,Steel
Magnolias,, and Boys On The Side
will be shown in the McCook Auditorium. Start time is 7:00 PM.
Hillel sponsors a Masquerade Ball
in the Cave. Come in costume or
in semiformal attire. $5 with costume, $7 without.
Tuxedo Junction of Danbury will
present "Paradise Alley." Cover
charge is $5. Call (860) 748-2561
for more information.

Classifieds
Volunteer in Africa or Latin America: One
year posts in health, environment, refugees,
democratization, human rights, etc. Call
(202)625-7403

""*»»
SPRING BREAK
COMPLETE mCKAGES
BAHAMAS FROM $359
CANCUN & JAMAICA FROM $399
AIR, HOTELS, PARTIES, & MUCH MORE!!!
ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP AND EARN A
FREE TRIP PLUS CASH
CALL (800) 595-9997 NOW!

Earn $500 - $1,000 Weekly Stuffing Envelopes!
For Details - RUSH $1.00 with SASE to:
Group Five
57 Greentree Drive
Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901

Elm. T h e a t e r - New Britain Avenue, next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 general admission
For schedule information, call 232-2820
All times are valid through Thursday, March 7
Waiting To Exhale (R) 9:00 PM
Leaving Las Vegas (R) 7:15 PM, 9:30 PM
Grumpier Old Men (PG-13) 7:00 PM

Showcase Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 senior citizens and children
For schedule information, call 666-1401
All times valid through Thursday, March 7
Leaving Las Vegas (R) 7:10 PM, 9:25 PM
Waiting To Exhale (R) 7:00 PM, 9:20 PM
Heat (R) 8:00 PM

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call 568 - 8810
All times valid through Thursday, March T
Up Close & Personal (PG-13) 12:30 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:45 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:30 AM
Unforgettable (R) 7:00 PM, 9:25 PM, 11:40 PM
Twelve Monkeys (R) 7:05 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:15 AM
Toy Story (G) 1:05 PM, 3:10 PM, 5:05 PM
The Postman (PG) 1:20 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:40 PM, 11:55 PM
The Juror (R) 7:30 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:20 AM
Muppets Treasure Island (G) 12:35 PM, 2:45 PM, 4:55 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:10 PM, 11:20 PM
Mr. Wrong (PG-13) 3:15 PM, 7:2.5 PM, 12:00 AM
Mary Reilly (R) 12:45 PM, 5:10 PM, 9:35 PM
Jumanii (PG) 12:30 PM, 2:40 PM, 4:50 PM
Happy Gilmore (PG-13) 1:15 PM, 3:25 PM, 5:40 PM, 8:00 PM, 10:20 PM, 12:10 AM
Down Periscope (PG-13) 1:10 PM, 3:20 PM, 5:35 PM, 7:35 PM, 9:55 PM, 12:05 AM
City Hall (R) 12:40 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:05 PM, 12:15 AM
Broken Arrow (R) 12:50 PM, 3:05 PM, 5:25 PM, 7:55 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:25 AM
Black Sheep (PG-13) 12:55 PM, 2:50 PM, 4:45 PM
Beautiful Girls (R) 1:25 PM, 4:15 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:50 PM
Rumble In The Bronx (R) 1:00 PM, 1:30 PM, 3:00 PM, 3:30 PM, 5:00 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:15 PM, 7:50 PM, 9:20 PM, 9:50 PM, 11:15
PM, 11:45 PM

1

EUROPE$189 ROUND TRIP
$169 ONE-WAY
IF YOU CAN BEAT THESE PRICES,
START YOUR OWN DAMN AIRLINE
AIR-TECH, LTD.
(212)219-7000
Spring Break 1996
TRAVEL FREE!!!
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Panama City, Daytona,
Padre
***Great low, low prices
***Free Trip on only 15 sales
Call for a FREE information packet!
Sun Splash Tours (800) 426-7710

SPRING BREAK IN CANCUN & NASSAU
FROM JUST $299, NOT INCLUDING GOVERNMENT TAXES
ORGANIZE 15 FRIENDS AND

TRAVEL FOR FREE!
FOR INFO, CALL:
HTTP://WWW.TAKEABREAK.COM

(8O0)95-BREAK
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK
NASSAU/PARADISE ISLAND
CANCUN AND JAMAICA FROM $299
AIR, HOTEL, TRANSFERS, PARTIES & MORE!
ORGANIZE SMALL GROUP - EARN FREE TRIPS
PLUS COMMISSION!
CALL (800) 822-0321
DRIVERS WANTED
Sell Good Humor Ice Cream from one of our
vending trucks. Work outdoors and be your own boss!
Routes available in your area. Earn $650 - $950
weekly, Apply NOW, not in May. Call Monday Saturday, 9 - 3 pm only.
(203) 366 - 2641.

FEATURES
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The Underground Coffeehouse Is Moving Up
By A M Y SHACKELFORD
Features Editor

You freshmen and sophomores won't
remember this, but there was a time
when the Underground Coffeehouse
was not the jumping joint that it now is.
No, there was no electric blue neon sign
screaming at you as you descended the
Mather staircase, there were no sounds
of funky jazz bellowing out of the coffeehouse doors, and there was definitely
not a lack of sitting room in the Underground itself,
In fact, in the Mather pre-renovation
days, hardly any of the student body
knew that the Underground existed. As
a freshman, I had no idea that it was
there until I noticed a sign the size of a
blackboard eraser on the outside door
that read, "Underground Coffee House"
in quarter inch letters. I thought it was a
joke at first, but when I ventured in
I was made very aware that it was no
joke.
The room was dark and creepy and
my presence in the room elicited such
looks of disbelief and contempt that
I felt like Doris Day walking into a secret beatnick meeting. Any stereotypes
that exist about coffeehouses, the old
Underground materialized them. A

heavy cloud of smoke lingered stagnant
in the air, customers were clad in black
and smoking Clove cigarettes and there
was no coffee! Needless to say, I was intimidated.
1 refused to step foot into that place
again, even after the Mather renovations
when! heard that it had a new manager.
To be honest, I did not break that prom-

Unbelievably hopeful; for Trinity and
the Underground Coffeehouse. The success of this renovation is in no small way
credited to Ami Weghorst '97. She became head manager in the fall of 1994,
after the renovations in Mather took
place. With the renovations came furnishings and a kitchen for the underground. Now, April Brown administrates

The
Underground
Coffeehouse's
greatest
accomplishment has not been the performers or even
its first ever documented profit, but rather its success
in attracting a diverse crowd and making them all feel
comfortable.
ise to myself until late last year when a
friend of mine was performing there on
open mike night. The doors were open,
the cloud of smoke was gone and they
were actually serving coffee. There was
not a seat in the house and the crowd of
people there was amazingly
diverse...particularly for Trinity. To get
several crowds of people together on this
campus is a noteworthy feat in itself, but
more amazingly, people were talking
about issues...and to each other. Poetry
was being read, songs were sang and not
one drop of alcohol was involved! Unbelievable.

the Underground, although much of the
decision-making and scheduling lies
within the power of the student operators.
Currently, the Underground Coffeehouse operates Sunday through Thursday, 8PM - 12AM and Friday and
Saturdays 8PM - 2AM. There are bands
brought in weekly as well as student
bands that perform during the week as
well. Wednesday night is open mike
night whichallows students to perform.
Performances are on a first come, first
serve basis and these performances can
be musical, poetic, or otherwise.

The Underground now offers food and
flavored coffees. The food consists of
snack foods like popcorn and chips and
salsa and home made baked goods.. New
non-chemical syrups are provided to flavor your coffee with such selections as
hazlenut and amaretto. And the newest
addition to the Underground menu is
fruit smoothies.
The Underground Lounge is operational during the day from 11AM - 5PM
and it functions mainly as a study area
and free coffee is served.The Underground Coffeehouse's greatest accomplishment has not been the performers
or even its first ever documented profit,
but rather its success in attracting a diverse crowd and making them all feel
comfortable. Weghorst expressed it well
when she stated that the Underground
Coffeehouse has a sort of give and take
relationship with the students.
It's user friendly atmosphere is aided
by the open art space on the walls, the
allowance of smoking, the Smokeeter for
the non-smokers and the array of performers. It also welcomes student organizations to use the space for functions
or sposored performers. Check it out, at
the very least they serve a mean cup of
coffee.Performers next week include
"3ust Frank" and 'Jamie Strange," a jazz/
funk band.

Beautiful Cirls Is More Than Just A Chick Flick
BY A M Y SHACKELFORD
Features Editor

Not expecting too much from this
movie, I went to see Beautiful Girls with
the only expectation that it would possibly be a good chick flick. 1 am happy

to say that it wasn't. With a great cast, school buddies. He quickly realizes that
Beautiful Girls was the best romantic he is the only one who has moved on
since high school, both physically and
comedy I have seen all year.
The plot revolves around Willie, emotionally, or so he thinks.
played by Timothy Dalton, who returns • While he is hanging out with his old
home to a rural Massachusetts town for friends, he starts to question his life situhis ten year high school reunion. Once ation, both in terms of his career as a pihome, he meets up with all of his high ano player and his relationship with a
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dies are busy having their own love dilemmas; breaking up and making up
with their wives and girlfriends.
On the female side of the story, Adeare
(Uma Thurman) comes to town from
Chicago to visit to visit her cousin, Stan,
and undoubtedly all of the guys fall in
love with her. She acts as a sort of foreign angel who guides all of the men
through their relationship woes by making them appreciate what they.already
have. Instead of being the typical "other

harassed than the other and that was relieving. At times, the men were presented as selfish and sex-driven, but the
women were equally portrayed at times
as possessive and emotional. However,
the stereotypes were expressed realistically and did not overshadow the overall premise of the film. Although most
point of maturity (orlack thereof) of the
characters in this movie, there was a universal quality to the questions they
asked, such as, "What am doing with my
life? When am 1 going to get married?
Do I even want to get married?!"
At the conclusion of Beautiful Girls,
Willie comes to know himself and his
goal in life quite neatly as do all of the
• other, characters in the movie. It is definitely a Hollywood sellout ending, but
it is entertaining and thoughtful none-
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With a great cast, Beautiful Girls was the best
romantic comedy I have seen all year..Most women
would probably actually like Uma Thurman in this
movie. I know, it's amazing, we're usually so busing
being jealous of and trashing her...
woman," this character is unique in that
she sleeps with no one, but rather talks
to everyone and misses her boyfriend
back home. I liked her. Most women
would probably actually like Uma
Thurman in this movie. I know, it's
amazing, we're usually so busing being
jealous of and trashing her, that we can't
stop to appreciate her acting ability. She
is actually very talented and in many
ways, Beautiful Girls brought out her
talent more than any movie she has
done. (Yes, that includes Pulp Fiction).
Another memorable character in this
movie is played by Rosie O'Donnell who
is, you guessed it, a smart talking, witty
voice of reality for all the men. She keys
. Willie and Tommy (Matt Dillon) in on
the ways of the world of dating. "God
gave fatties the big, beautiful tits and big
butts and he gave the skinnies small, tiny
tits and small asses... That's just the way
it is, he makes the decisions, and if you
have a problem with it, you can take it
up with him." She continues her list of
realities throughout her drug store shopping trip, each line more hilarious than
the last.
I appreciated Beautiful Girls for its
portrayal of both men and women, as
well. Neither sex was more herald or

theless.
With approximately eight characters
to handle, the screenplay is neatly constructed so that each character gets equal
development and their personalities are
each very unique and well defined. This
is not an easy goal to achieve, but it
makes Beautiful Girls well worth seeing.
Not to mention, the characters are all
believable and the dialogue is well written and funny,
I would recommend Beautiful Girls as
a movie to be seen with either a steady
date or friends. Dueto the fact that the
content of the film is mostly about relationships, I wouldn't recommend this as
a first date film. This is merely a
precautiong that you and your date not
leave the movie theater with the
lightened awareness of how pigheaded
men can be and how sensitive women
have the capacity to be. It does, in a backhanded sort of way, reinforce the importance of love.and companionshit, but not
enough to qualify it as sappy.
So, for all of women out there, this
movie is safe to drag men to. You
shouldn't hear too many complaints
from them. After all, Beautiful Girls
does at the very least have Uma
Thurman!
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Mind Your Manners

go to get their breakfast, don't take the
newspaper while they are gone. I cannot
Features Writer
stress this enough. It actually happened
to a friend of mine, and the thief sat at
The Tripod received this letter the the next table and vociferously bragged
other day from a concerned reader, and I to her friend about how she just had to
thought it merited a reply:
get an article for her next class and luckDear Tripod,
ily some stranger just left a newspaper
What is a polite way to tell someone to unattended for two minutes.
wipe their gross sweat off the exercise
If you do this, you are SCUM. The maequipment in the gym? Is other peoples ture way to handle people like this is to
sweat badforyou?
call them and hang up when they an-"B" - Vernon Street.
swer. Do this repeatedly until you feel
Well B, if it's cooties that you're wor- better. If you don't know the name of the
BY ANTHONY LOWENBERG

Don't read your mail in the mail room at rush hour in
front of a person's box when they are waiting to open
it. If you do this to me, I will open whatever part of
your body is in front of my mailbox.
ried about, you can relax. If you still
think that you may be infected, find a
friend to give you a Circle Circle Dot Dot,
and then you'll have your cootie shot.
Most importantly, don't fret: New
studies have indicated that the possibility of receiving cooties through sweat or
playing "You're It" are extremely low. As
for a polite way to ask someone to wipe
off a machine., like the stairmaster or the
thingy that hurts your arms, I suggest
you say: "Excuse me, would you mind
wiping your cooties off the
? My
father is Evan Dobelle."
I think this is a good a time as ever to
go over what I consider to be good campus etiquitte. First of all, when people
put their brand new newspaper and
their book bag on a table in Mather, and

•v

culprit, just pick a name out of the directory.
Other little tidbits to remember: Don't
read your mail in the mail room at rush
hour in front of a person's box when they
are waiting to open it. If you do this to
me, I will open whatever part of your
body is in front of my mailbox.
Don't ask strangers on the shuttle for
cigarettes while reciting everything you
had to drink at the party you just left. We
don't care. Don't whine (like I'm doing
now). Don't pee on the toilet seats in
Cook. Don't take my parking space. Don't
show "In the Line of Fire" for the second
time in a week instead of "The Simpson's"
(if you own a television network). And
don't tell people what to do. That really
chaps my hide.

.on'Ik
COLLEGE LIGHTBULB JOKES
10. How many Princeton students does it take to change a
lightbulb?
Two: One to mix tho martinis and one to call the electrician.
9. How many Harvard students does it take?
One: He/she holds the lightbulb and the world revolves around him/
her.
8. How many Amherst students does it take?
Thirteen: One to change the bulb and an a capella gioup to immor
talize the event in song.
7. How many Wesleyan students does it take?
Wesleyan's boycotting GE...You know, military-industrial complex
and all that.
6. How many Middlebury students does il take ?
Five: One to change the lightbulb and four to find the peifect J.
Crew outfit to wear for the occasion.
5. How many Connecticut College students does it take?
Two: One to change the bulb and one to complain about how if
they were at a better school the lightbulb wouldn't need to be
changed.
4. How many Bowdoin students does it take ?
Three: One to ski down to the general store and buy the bulb, one
to lake the chairlift back to school, and one to screw it in.
3. How manv Tufts students does it take?
Two: One to change the bulb and the other to say loudly how he/
she did it as well as an Ivy League student.
2. How many Williams students does it take?
The whole student body: When you're snowed in, there's nothing
else to do.
1. How many TRINITY students does it take?
One: Take your pick, they'll screv/ anything.
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Madame Zorinde
Reads The Stars For You...
LEO
This month has proved an intellectually insightful one for you so far,
but you're still coming up nill on the
sexual front. (What's new?) Some of
you have undertaken rigorous mental pursuits (you've discovered angles
on
Primary
Colors
that
Stephanopolous couldn't dream of),
but the rest of you are still hopelessly
pursuing immediate sexual indulgence. Don't worry, the 14th is your
lucky day...your intellectual and
sexual pursuits will meld into one
desired object and you will be
successful...it will literally blow your
mind. Happy Birthday.

XIL25-AUG22
You've tried scoping out a different
crowd lately, but no one seems able
to please you. Don't settle for less
than you deserve. Even though you
Leos have a big ego, you constantly
need it stroked (not to mention other
parts of your body you need stroked).
You've had your eye on someone for
a while now though, and don't let
petty differences keep you apart. Let
them know how you feel and don't
blow it, or your bed will be colder
than ever this week.

VIRGO
AUG25-SOT22

Talk about cold beds! When was the
last time anyone warmed your bed
MAR 2! -AFR I?
up?! The temperature has dropped,
Are you afraid of the dark? Not you! but you're heating up this week. For
You love the dark, this is where all the the first time in what seems like forfun takes place for you, Aries. That ever, you actually have an active sex
older companion has been giving drive. Jupiter's presence in your chart
you some heartache lately, but don't brings on this sudden onslaught of
worry, everything will fall into place verility. Go easy, though. You don't
soon enough. You've been taking it want to waste it all in one week...
slow and easy, but come on! You're
LIBRA .
not getting any younger and they
certainly aren't, so don't miss your
prime. Your lover may be past their
peak,
but your
ram-like Whoa! You are on a roll lately! This
agressiveness can bring out the ani- past weekend was a rare treat for
mal in them. Turn down the lights, you...you actually had some good
turn up the make out music and GET vibes going...many of you Libras may
have even hooked up. Good for you,
IT ON!
but I hope you enjoyed it while it
^
_/T
lasted. You are as stubborn as a bull
J
TAURUS
• whenircomes to commitment. This
week you willfight off any possibiliWell, you certainly have everyone ties and will spend this weekend
fooled. Your public persona is flaw- alone.
less and everyone seems to admire
your loyalty and morality, but little
SCORPIO
do they know that you are a devil in
OCT 25 - NOV 21
disguise. The presence of Jupiter in
your charts brings out the scoundrel You have had a hectic couple of
in you. You cannot even stay true to weeks. There have been a lot of isyour one love this week! All that sues plaguing you, but you have a bad
seems to interest you is a cheap thrill. habit of putting things off in order
If you're smart, you will get this out not to deal with them. This is your
of your system before you are found week to deal with unresolved probout. Watch your back though, for lems in your life. The 6th is your last
Madame Zorinde knows the truth day to work them out .You will sense
and is not afraid to use it!
greater clarity and understanding
this day, so take advantage of it.

ARIES

GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN2O

SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DHC2I

You haven't had too much luck in the
love department lately. In general,
you seem to be interested in stupid
people. You know, the kind of people
who give you a bag of HersheyKisses
only days after you've told them that
you are deathly allergic to chocolate?
Well, on the 7th this tide will turn
and you will find an attractive
blonde in your first class of the day.
Unfortunately, they will already be
attached, but that won't be a problem. Being the blatant flirt and generally cut-throat people you Geminis
are, you will have them.

fJft^

CANCER

JUN2I -JUL22
Work, work, work.J t's all you ever do!
Get out and have a good time for
once. It may seem, impossible at first,
but stop worrying about past mistakes and go bust open the social
scene. Just remember, don't drink too
much...you can't hold your liquor.
More specifically, you can't control
your sex drive while inebriated
Don't deny it, you've done more
walks of shame than a tri-delt sisterhood after an AD formal.

What is going on?! Your life has been
turned upside down these last two
weeks, and you are still feeling the
reprecussions. Don't worry, the 5th
will bring everything to a close and
you will have time to relax. Start taking time for yourself and your work,
you don't want to get kicked out of
school, now do you?
CAPRICORN
DEC 22-JAN l?
You've been drooling over that one
person for months now, and you still
haven't done anything about it! Staring at them in Mather isn't gettingyou
anywhere, so you need a more direct
approach. Get naked, put on a trench
coat, and pay them a visit. Oh, don't
forget to send their roomate out for
d}nner...unless the more is the merrier.

AQUARIUS
JAN2O-PE.6 15
Blah, blah, blah. That's all I can say
to you people this month.
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O'Nan's Latest Novel Moving, But Disappointing
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL

Editor-in-Chief

Vicki's repeated complaints,
Larry is unable to discontinue
reliving his wartime experience. This drives a wedge in
their marriage.
Larry finds himself attracted
to his emotionally unstable
next-door-neighbor, whose
husband had left her previously. They find themselves
engaged in an affair, much to
their own surprise.
And here, the plot takes a
twist for the unexpected. A
newcomer in the VA hospital
therapy group, who was a CIA
assassin in the war, checks himself out of the hospital and
stalks Larry and his family.
Meanwhile, his father is hospitalized, which brings his sister, the successful lawyer, home
to Ithaca. They engage in a discussion of their father's dwindling condition—the feasibility
of placing him in a nursing
home. Inherent to their discussion is the conflict of the successful daughter inclined to pay
others to take care of their father, and Larry's feeling of obligation to support his father
personally. To complicate matters further, Vicki returns, as she
says, for Scott's sake. Larry is
thus forced to disguise his romance with the next-doorneighbor. The same failures
present in their relationship before Vicki's departure resurface
after her return.

The Names of the Dead explores a man's attempts at reconciliation, on many levels.
Larry Markham, a Cornell
graduate, enlisted in the Vietnam War, against his father's
wishes. While away at war, his
ill mother died, and Larry had
to return home—another instance in Larry's mind when he
had let his father down.
As the medic, Larry was firsthandedly responsible for the
care of his men. To the extent
that each has to trust the others
for his own safety, the platoon
comes together spiritually. The
first time he had to resuscitate
one of his men, Larry found
himself "kissing the dead," as
the man was beyond resuscitation. And from this experience,
Larry had to learn when to let
go.
The parallel follows in his
post-war life. Larry drives a delivery truck for Hostess and volunteers as a therapist at the
local VA hospital. At the hospital, other veterans recount stories of the war. Larry's wife,
Vicki, complains, "It's like a religion with you... You keep torturing yourself with it. That's
what your group at the
hostpital's all about—keeping it
fresh."
Vicki once again leaves Larry,
The conclusion revolves
taking their learning-disabled around the immediate danger
son, Scott, with her. Despite posed by the escapee, and the

relationships between Larry
and Vicki, Larry and his father,
and Larry and himself. At the
end of the book, Larry finds
himself traveling to the newlyconstructed Vietnam War Me- •
morial with his son, finding his
way home.
The Names qfthe Dead is rich
with subtle character development. Each character introduced reveals something new
about Larry's personality. Furthermore, as the book
progresses, new and more complicated problems present
themselves to Larry—from
moral dilemmas to life-threatening attacks. The reader is
pulled through the novel, unsure of what sort of problem
will present itself next.
However, after having committed myself to these characters—after having become
concerned for Larry's well-being—the ending was, to say the
least, disappointing. One review commented that it leaves
the reader wondering whether
this is "the first step in what
might, or might not, be Larry's
eventual healing" However in
my estimation, what seemed to
be insurmountable, fell away as
if they weren't really problems
after all.
Still, O'Nan succeeds in providing a moving account of a Professor O'Nan won the 1993 Pirates Alley William Faulkner
man's reconciliation with the Prize for the Novel for his previous and his first novel, Snow
war, and with successive failed Angels. The Names of the Dead was released this March by
relationships. But it is question- Doubleday (416 pp.), selling for $23.95.
able whether that alone can (ISBN: 0-385-48192-6)
carry this novel.

The Center Artists Series presents
New York's Obie award-winning theater/performance art company:

in a double-bill featuring:
A Perfect Life, Paul Zimet's comedy monologue
integrating videotaped interviews of people from all walks
of life and Fern and Rose, Ellen Maddow and Rocky
Bornstein's lively duet illuminating the relationship
between two life-long friends.

Friday & Saturday,
March 8 & 9
8:00 p.m.
Box Office: X2199
Web Site: http://www.trincoll.edu/aac/
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Up Close AndPersonal - More Serious Than Expected
her ear, she falls into "a reporting lull." Warren soon follows
her north, and reminds her of
what she has forgotten: that her
job is to tell the story. What does
the viewer want? They want
the story behind the story. Tally
and Warren are married and
the plot of the movie focuses on
Tally's professional climb and
Warren's unfortunate fall.
When Warren loses his job in
Miami, Tally pulls him along
with her success. She feels incapable of acting as a successful broadcaster without his
guidance. All the while, Warren is losing esteem in himself
as he realizes that his only sense
of worth is found through the
glory of this wife, Tally.
It becomes clear that in order
for the plot to resolve itself, Tally
must be able to accomplish success independent of Warren,
and that Warren is going to
have to prove his merit to himAnyone who sees the movie will watch
self.
the news in a different light and with a
Thanks to the outstanding
performances of Pfeiffer and
new understanding of what goes into
Redford in their respective roles,
creating it
the viewer is drawn into the
lives of Warren and Tally.
After seeing the movie, the
star" with incredible determi- phia, Warren encourages her to
nation, will and a certain tenta- take it. All the while both Tally average viewer walks out of the
tiveness that she soon and Warren are fighting the movie with a better underfeelings that they have for each standing of the media world. It
overcomes.
Warren Justice, portrayed by other. The will for Tally to suc- is rare that a movie portrays the
Robert Redford, plays her boss. ceed is stronger than the love flip side of. the news world; one
He sees within her the talent to that they feel for one another, which does not imply insensibecome a brilliant journalist, however, and Tally makes her tivity and lack of caring by
and she then becomes his pro- decision with her career in news reporters. Up Close and
Persona /does this. It should be
tegee. Her performance as a mind.
Tally withers alone and un- noted that it does not glorify the
weatherperson proves disastrous, but Warren states that guided in Philadelphia. With- world of the reporter either.
"she eats the camera up," and out Warren's constant voice in Anyone who sees the movie
gives her a shot as a series reporter.
Managing Editor
Her determination pushes
her up the media corporate ladA light-hearted romance is der at a rapid pace as she begins
what the television advertise- to cover live stories and then
ments for Up Close and Per- eventually becomes an anchor
sonal, a Buena Vista production, at the station.
convey to the unsuspecting
As the movie progresses,
moviegoer. What the advertise- Warren and Tally (adopted as
ment does not tell us is that the Sally's stage name for uniquemovie has much more to it than ness), move in opposition to one
simply this. After seeing the another in their career paths;
movie, "light-hearted" would be Tally climbing her way uphill
the last phrase I would use to at a rapid pace, and Warren,
describe the experience.
once a respected anchor, finding
Michelle Pfeiffer plays Sally himself "over the hill."
Atwater, a young and aspiring
As Tally begins to assert herbroadcast journalist who at the self at the Miami station, she
start of the movie begins her runs into a wall. She is accepted
career as a desk assistant at a by colleagues only as "Warren's
small time local television sta- project," and finds herself untion in Miami. Sally leaves her able to excel beyond this label.
sister and her job at a casino in Therefore, when Tally is offered
Reno, and sets out to "become a a job as a reporter in PhiladelBY WHITNEY POMEROY

PON'T you

PART OF THIS ATTRACTIVE GROUP?
YOU CAW BE!!

Michelle Pfeiffer and Robert Redford star in
"Up Close And Personal"
will watch the news in a different light and with a new understanding of what goes into
creating it.
So often we are quick to critique to the work and the individuals of the news world due
to the content of the news. We
often forget that the person reporting the news is an individual with aspirations, a
career, and feelings. Up Close
and Personal invites us to this
side; into the personal lives of
two reporters. It is refreshing
given the general public's negative views on the media and it's
supposed devious plans to influence society and place ideas
in our heads.
Overall, 1 felt that Up Close
and Personal was an excellent
movie. The acting was superb,
and the moral of the movie was
an honest and realistic one.
Both the ending and the plot in

FILE PHOTO

itself are not to be expected. It
is a movie that deals with some
very serious issues, and it is certainly not the "happy and uplifting" movie that I thought I
was walking into. Instead, it is
thought provoking and heavy.
One does not expect this from a
PG-13 movie that advertises
numerous scenes of Redford
and Pfeiffer in what appears to
be a brainless romance about
two reporters.
All things considered, I felt
that there was only one negative side to the production: the
fact that the advertisements
had many people walking into
a very different type of movie
than was expected. Perhaps,
had the advertising been more
on the mark, the majority of the
people in the theatre would
have been more prepared for the
type of movie Up Close and Personal really is.
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Bob Seger Proves He Still Has It; John HIatt Featured As Opener
gaining the megastar success accorded
more well-known individuals like Seger.
The reason for this distinction is elusive,
Arts Writer
because Hiatt is at least as talented a
songwrite- is Seger.
As a member of TCAC my experience
Although, this tour's basic purpose
with rock concerts has been limited to
was ostensibly to promote Seger's latest
their production: setting up and tearing
album, It's A Mystery, Seger tended to
Although this tour's basic purpose was ostensibly to stick
down the equipment, advertisement,
to the tried and true favorites
party monitoring, security, and troublepromote Seger's latest album, It's A Mystery, Seger
throughout the majority of the concert's
shooting.
play list, opening up with the greatest hit
tended to stick to the tried and true favorites
Consequently, the show turns into
"Roll Me Away" and finishing with
throughout the majority of the concert's play list
something to be dreaded, survived, and
"Kathmandu."
gives me the distinct feeling that I should
He did, however, give us the honor of
be awarded the Presidential Medal of
However, the fact remains that most listening to some of It's A Mystery's tracks
such
disparate
artists
as
Bonnie
Raitt
and
Freedom for working it afterwards.
people just haven't heard of John Hiatt. live, such as "It's A Mystery," "I Wonder,"
Fortunately, the February 19 concert Merle Haggard, gave a good opening per- He is one of those respectable figures in and the current radio releases "Lock And
formance.
His
song,
"Perfectly
Good
Guiof rock legend Bob Seger and the Silver
the music industry who are considered Load" and "Hands In The Air."
Bullet Band with John Hiatt at the tar", always gets the crowd moving.
true artists by their peers yet have trouble
We were also considered worthy
This
current
gig
opening
for
Seger
was
packed-to-the-rafters Civic Center, a
enough to bear witness to his performances of the Beverly Hills Cop II title
track "Shakedown," the rocker "Horizontal Bop," and the all-time rock anthem
"Old Time Rock And Roll."
Seger was also able to give a harder
edge to the song "Traveling Man," which
at least one audience member had requested thanks to a illicit bedsheet banner, and neatly segued it into "Beautiful
Loser."
But the crowd became ecstatic when
the spotlights singled out saxophone
player Alto Reed (you have to wonder if
that's a stage name) standing on the stage
right elevated platform when he started
belting out the opening and ending bars
of "Turn The Page."
One of the things that really stuck
with me about the concert was how civilized the audience was. The vast majority of the ticket-holders seemed happier
to bask in the glory of witnessing Seger
live for the first time since 1988 than to
become unruly and require medical/security intervention like at a TCAC concert.
In fact, the only known altercation at
tttrehrte Center" trtat night was when* a
twenty-something couple sitting right
next to me had a few too many and refused to sit down during a few of the
songs.
The boyfriend compared it to the opera, complaining that it was the first "sitThey
it out for your orthodontist bills.
down" concert he had ever been to. They
were escorted from their seats by two
CJOUgriCCl it up for your car insurance.
security people, during which the boyfriend started a fight with another audience member and was subdued and
And forked
it over for that flsll tank accident.
removed by two baton-wielding Hartford Police off icers.
Yet they still iflSISt you call Collect.
Even though they've been nearly a decade out of the loop, Bob Seger and the
Touched by their undying love, you spare them further expense.
Silver Bullet Band haven't lost their
knack for classic rock 'n' roll. Paired with
Hiatt, it was a great show.
YOU dial 1 8 O O CALL ATT.
BY JEFF CROSS

on what has been Seger's first tour
since the last year of the Reagan administration, was an actual spint-hfter tor
me concerning the business.
Hiatt, an underappreciated rock veteran whose songs have been covered by

considered by many critics to be one of
Hiatt's big chances to mainstream himself and his unique classic rock sound. It
is an opportunity for him to increase his
fan base from that of a cult following to
a more widespread grouping.

GOLFERS
EXCELLENT SUMMER JOBS
If you are a college student, play golf
and live in a medium or large metropolitan area in the continental U.S.,
we have an exclusive territory for
you, and the most exciting and lucrative summer job you can imagine.
Projected income is $10,000. Your
primary role, after being trained by
our world class putting teachers (at no
cost), is to teach putting. Saturday
training and orientation sessions are 1
day, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., in Boston on
March 2 and March 16, and in the
Hartford area on Feb. 24 and March
9. Don't worry about your current
putting ability. You'll be superb —
and know how to teach, by the time
you've been trained by us. Again, at
absolutely no cost whatsoever.

1 8 0 0 CALL JVTT always c o s t s less t h a i i i-8OO-GpLLEc:T.
,:.-••".••'••. : ::','v ••••••••<• ••., A n d a l w a y s g e t s \ . y o u l t l i c : T i c i j a b l . e ; : A T ^ V - ; N e i i > y p ' r k . ; • ' • • • • •
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I'se it whenever you'reoff cmnpus.

.,

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your True Choice?*

AT&T
Your True Choice
' For Interstate calls. Promotions excluded
1-800-COIlECr Is a registered trademark of MCI.

01996 AT&T

Here's the catch: it's first come, first
served. Don't let a college student
from your home town area beat you
to the punch. Send an e-mail to the
True Roll " r e p r e s e n t a t i v e , J. D.
Shulansky, at govemce@cris.com or
write to 1245 Farmington Avenue,
Suite 322, West Hartford, CT 06107.
Include your name, phone number,
and home town metropolitan area
during the summer. If the territory is
still open, it's yours!
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Accidentals Perform Relaxed First Show Of Semester
BY AMY HAM

Arts Writer

Tuesday night brought the
Accidentals to the Underground Coffee
House. This informal concert, as I was
informed, was their first performance of
the semester. The group was in full
strength, except for the two members
studying abroad, and seemed to be in
light-hearted moods.
They started the concert with the
crowd favorite "This Can't Be Love". This
writer's personal favorite. "Istanbul" was
the next piece performed. The constant
smiles across their faces and the waves
of vocal ranges involved make me get
in to the song more than some of the others. Alex Johnston '96 even asked the

audience for requests, but immediately
shook his head when the demand was for
his cd solo "Happy Together".
The comedy appeared again when

Much to the enthusiasm of the audience, with Josh Epstein '97's return they
were
able
to
perform
"Rainbow Connection". After a short

The group was excellent in this informal setting,
because there was much communication between the
group and the audience. I think I would like to see
this more often done by the groups on this campus.
they performed their seemingly country
western piece "My Sweet Blonde". Matt
Morse '98 did his foot stomp dance and
put both his fellow Accidentals and the
audience in hysterics. Gideon Pollach '96
then performed his song about the childhood mouse hero, "Mighty Mouse",
though missing from the song was the
part where Gideon actually flies.

break and some convincing, the group
was able to pull the Trinitones on to stage.
The Trinitones performed "Bring It
On Home" and as always were good
moods and good form. With the promise of a few more songs, the audience
knew the concert was soon ending.
Their next-to-last song was the headturning "12 Street Rag" which always

gets them laughing because one of the
guys seems to botch up the head turning. Ryan Moore '98 was given his spotlight as the last song for the night was
"And So It Goes". With great applause,
the Accidentals thanked the crowd and
left the stage.
The group was excellent in this informal setting, because of the communication between the group and the
audience. The audience has a chance to
participate and there is also no tension
if there is a mistake made.
I enjoy all the concerts done by the
Accidental's, because they are a very talented group of people and because of the
range of songs they perform. I am looking forward to their next performance,
especially if it gives me a chance for a
study break.

Gin Blossoms' Second Release, 'Congratulations,' Fails
BY KAREN WALTER

Arts Editor

Gin Blossoms, the mellow-sounding
Arizona band now being touted as a
member of the alternative community,
recently released their second album.
The follow-up to "New Miserable Experience" is entitled "Congratulations I'm
Sorry," but aside from minor things such

sooner or later, and negated, by the overpowering urge to sell to the mainstream
and therefore larger audiences rather
than the smaller underground cult followings.
"Congratulations I'm Sorry" is split in
half by the eighth title on the CD, "Seventh Inning Stretch", which separates
two groups of seven songs each. How
cute. "Seventh Inning Stretch" is, I guess,
Gin Blossoms' idea of a joke, because it's

The rebellion inherent in alternative music is always
co-opted sooner or later, and negated, by the
overpowering urge to sell to the mainstream and
therefore larger audiences.
as the titles, it is a carbon copy of the first
CD.
.The Gin.Blossoms hrst.hroke into
AOR with Byrds-ish, hook-driven hits
such as "Hey Jealousy" and "Found Out
About You", Maybe they need to dump
producer John Hampton. Maybe they are
in a rut, as far as songwriting goes. Or
maybe they don't belong within the classification "alternative" anymore, if they
ever did!
The current release is disappointing,
to say the least. Part of the charm of the
soft-edged songs that crowded "New
Miserable Experience" was the idea
somewhere in the back of the listener's
mind that this was a debut album, and
that Gin Blossoms would surely grow as
a band. The implicit promise was that
any forthcoming CDs would sound
slightly different, or try to improve upon
the first one."
That promise is not fulfilled by "Congratulations I'm Sorry." The frustrating
thing about the record is the fact that it
actually is worth paying for. The songs
are consistently well-written; it isn't a
throwaway album or anything like that.
The problem with it is that stylistically
it hasn't progressed at all from the band's
first release, which is unusual and disappointing.
Gin Blossoms' newfound status as ":alternadve" radio darlings is indicative of
the general trend in music right now.
What was once known as alternative
music has changed from acts like Sonic
Youth and recordings such as Pearl Jam's
"Ten," to include a softer, sort of alternative pop sound. Gin Blossoms are a good
example of this.
As the wave of so-called alternative
bands comes to a climax, it seems, commercialism has infected is sect of rock
music. If a mellow sound like Gin Blossoms' can be truly called "alternative,"
especially in light of the superficiality of
their current album, alternative is no
longer a legitimate category but has
passed into salesmanship— which, given
the fickle nature of the recording industry, is hardly surprising.
'
American music culture is such that
a society of rebellion from within— i.e.
alternative music— is always.co-opted

exactly what you'd hear at a baseball
game, not really a song.
Don't get me-wrong— ruirnor- l^pi;
appreciated on most rock albums. For
example, Tom Petty's instructions on
"Full Moon Fever" telling the listener to
flip the tape because the first side is finished, done in his goofy tone of voice. Or
the witty cynicism of Eddie Vedder's lyrFILE PHOTO
ics on "Bugs," off "Vitalogy".
The Gin Blossoms' second album, titled "Congratulations I'm Sorry," is in
But the problem here is that this is
stores now. But don't expect any big stylistic changes this time around.
cutesy humor, and everything about the
Gin Blossoms is cute. They are like a
Tracks like "Follow You Down," from word Memphis in the title (that's how
nineties version of the Mon kees— except
that they actually write their own songs their new release, are exactly the same you're supposed to guess that this is the
and play their own instruments. Plus as "New Miserable Experience" hits. They "deep" track on the al bum).
have the same appeal for the same
they have better hair.
However, the tune falls short of sucSinger Jesse Valenzuela's voice is per- people. They show no signs of Gin Blos- cess; it lacks originality. Part of the Gin
fect for modern rock radio— a bi t mellow, soms' growth as a band. That is the big Blossoms' problem is that, on some level,
a bit sensual, ultimately non-threaten- disappointment about "Congratulations they realize that people have high expecing. Still, it has its charm, and this is the I'm Sorry"— the fact that a band with tations for them as artists. So they tried
sad and frustrating aspect of Gin Blos- seemingly so much potential comes off to put a song on "Congratulations" that
soms music. They are talented so one-dimensional.
can be taken seriously. Unfortunately for
songwriters and musicians, but they
For example, the band makes an at- Gin Blossoms, a truly hard-working and
seem to be wasting their talent on a re- tempt at a classic rock, blues-influenced deserving band, forcing something,
petitive and limiting type of song.
jam during the course of a song with the whether in life or in art, seldom succeeds.

Wti
ting?

you interested in^
Please joiti us iit the Allan fe Smith Writing Center
for an ^formal conversation with ~ i

Stewart O'Nan

Assistant Professor o f f re
Writing at trinity College:
His firstnovel SnowAyge
won the 1993 Pirates ?
Prize for the Novel.

4:30 p.m. in the Writing Center
Active participation is welcome. Refreshments will be served.
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Down Periscopes Parody Of Cold War Proves Mediocre
onto beachside putting greens
from moving subs and who got
drunk and had "Welcome
Aboard" tattooed on a certain
body part as an ensign.
Dodge reluctantly accepts,
because he's been passed over
for command twice and will
possibly receive a nuclear sub
for his trouble.
His mission is to take the
Stingray and infiltrate Charleston and Norfolk and pretend to
blow up ships, all the while having his old ship, the nuclearpowered USS Orlando, try to
stop him.

hearing
(he could hear one of the
Orlando's crew drop two dimes
and a quarter onto the deck);
How do you make an enemy
and Nitro, (Toby Huss) a nearlysub think that your sub is not
brain-dead electrician who
torpedo bait? Surface during a
can't get the radios to work
storm, flip on your running
without electrocuting himself
lights and start raucously singin the process.
ing "Louie Louie" until they
In fact, the only member of
think you're a fishing trawler
the crew who comes off as even
full of drunkards.
remotely normal is Lt. Emily
This lesson in submarine
Lake, (Lauren Holly, Sabrina) a
warfare is not brought to you by
rookie dive officer assigned to
the sub school over in Groton,
the Stingray as a pilot program
but by the new 20th Century
for integrating women into sub
Fox flick Down Periscope, a
crews.
To top off Dodge's problems
of a sub that threatens to im[Down Periscope] has its moments, but
plode while diving and the
comes off like either The Hunt for Red
crew, Rear Admiral Graham
October or Crimson Tide in a fighter
(Bruce Dern) is trying everything possible in order to keep
vein- a parody of sorts, though not the
Dodge from winning the war
most clever one imaginable.
game so he can get promoted to
vice admiral.
While Down Periscope is
The Stingray's crew is full of
spoof on such submarine movies as The Huntfor Red October, goof balls and weirdos who, like rather similar to Hot Shots! and
Crimson Tide, and Run Silent, the Stingray, have no real place Hot Shots! Part Deux, it's played
in This Man's Navy ("It's the rather straight most of the time.
Run Deep.
The most hilarious scene inAlong with the rest of its crew from Hell," as Dodge puts
military equipment, the Rus- it). First, there's Lt. Marty Pas- volving Pascal is the direct resians have been selling off their cal (Rob Schneider, Judge sult of him asking Dodge to give
old diesel-powered submarines Dredd), the ship's screaming him command of the Stingray
to various countries that don't second-in-command who after Dodge follows Winslow's
like us— or so dictates the world thinks that he's accorded in- orders over Graham's: Dodge
stant respect by virtue of his charges him with attempted Down Periscope, a film of dubious comedic value, presents
of Down Periscope.
Consequently, Vice Admiral
Kelsey Grammar in his motion picture debut. While previews
Winslow (Rip Torn, Canadian
hope to draw fans to the slapstick humor, the film offers
It's not up to par with anything coming
Bacon) figures that a bunch of
limited entertainment.
terrorists with one of these subs
from the minds of Mel Brooks, Monty
could sneak into any American
Down Periscope is a moder- been like if he'd joined the Navy
Python, or the Zucker Brothers, but it's
harbor and torpedo our ships.
ately amusing movie. It's not up instead of becoming a psychiarather entertaining.
to par with anything coming trist.
To test his theory, he orders
:
It has its moments, but comes
from the minds of Mel Brooks,
therecommissioningoftheUSS
Stingray, a creaking World War rank; h& get lauehed at a lot by mutiny and surfaces the ship. Monty Python, or the Zucker off like either The Huntfor Red
' Meanwhile,Tie a'nd trie crew •FMfftiers, but it's rather enter- October or Crimson Tide in a
lighter vein— a parody of sorts,
Cmdr. Thomas Dodge (Kelsey
Among the enlisted ranks are dress up like pirates, and start taining.
Kelsey Grammer's portrayal though not the most clever one
Grammer in his film debut), a Sonar (Harland Williams, singing "Blow The Man Down"
moderately eccentric officer Simon)
a whale-calling while making Pascal walk the of Dodge seems to be more like imaginable. Down Periscope is
what Frasier Crane would have mediocre entertainment.
who likes to drive golf balls sonarman with extremely good plank.
B Y JEFF CROSS

Arts Writer
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Celebrate Spring Break in Any
Of l Valujcf Sun Spots:
Whether you'd rather water ski, sunbathe, or
hang-out at an unnamed but well-known theme park, there's
no better place for Spring Break than Florida. AndValuJet
has great low fares to seven of Florida's hottest Sun Spots.
And to make things even easier, Valujtet never requires
a roundtrip purchase or a Saturday night stay.
Call for reservations today. And
don't forget your sunscreen.

Spring BrcahValuFares
JACKSONVILLE
FORTIAUDEWMM
MIAMI! ORLANDO/TAMPA
WEST PAW BEACH
FORTMYERS

$99
$109
$129
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Pares shown
are for Offftak (ravel
and require a 21-day advance
purchase. Ofrftak times (we call
tnem VjJuDajs) 21c: hUxxhy, Tbathf
andWxlnesday; Thursday before
2:00 PM and after 7=00 FM; Fridaybdbre
11:30 AH; Satunfcy before £00 AM and
after 12:00 Noon; Sunday and Holiday
periods are ftak. Our lawyers insist we tell
you that schedules and fares are subject to
change without notice. An Aftport ftssaigcr
Facility Charge of *3- tf may apply, but we
can't do anything about that. Alt lares are
subject to availability, All fares are
one-way and non-refundabtc.
All's well when you
(ly Vjlujct.

1-800-VALUJET

Visit us on the Internet at http://www.valuiet.com
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Seniors Depart Following 9-6 Regular Season
BY LIZ ALEXANDER

Sports Writer

The Women have now completed their squash season leaving them with a 9-6 regular
season record. Trinity can
proudly call themselves the
best small college squash team
in Division I, but they would
still like to improve. The tale
end of their season included the
Howe Cup Championships, a
match against. Princeton University away, and the Intercollegiate Championships here at
Trinity.
Next year seems as though
big changes will have to be
made due to the loss of four se=
niors to graduation and number
one Serena Carbonell '96 to a
study abroad program.
Last Friday, the Women's Intercollegiate Division I Squash
Championships began in Ferris
along with the men's. This was
an individual tournament
where the top five on each team
played in one draw. Competition lasted until Sunday, where
only one women was left standing.
The best showing was by senior Anne Chick (no. 5). After
losing in the first round of the
main draw to a Wellesley team .

member, she was transferred to
the consolation round where
she reached the semifinals. Her
winning ways came to a stop in
the semifinals.
On Sunday, she suffered a
loss to a Yale team member 9-1,
9-2, 9-6. Chick improved
through the regular season well
by increasing her position from
No. 7 to No. 5 since December.
Her improvement was apparent
during the tournament.
Other participants also tried
their best against stiff Ivy
League competition and finished their seasons fighting for
one last win.
No. 1 Serena CarbonelPs season ended with a loss in the second round of the main draw.
Her loss in her second match of
the tournament was to the University of Pennsylvania, 9-5, (95), 9-3, 9-4. She also played in
the feed-in consolation bracket,
but lost in the second round to
Yale.
Number two Carolyn Young
'96 (see Spotlight) finished her
Trinity squash career with a loss
in the second round to Yale as
well. Her season ended with a
feed-in consolation loss in the
second round to Penn. Number
three Katie Reifenheiser '97 lost
in the second round of the regular consolation round to

Harvard after losing in the
original draw to Brown (8-10),
9-6,10-8, 9-6. Freshman (#4)
Paige Vollmer was sent to the
consolation round where she
won one match before losing to
teammate Anne Chick (9-6), 92,9-2,9-1.
The Bantams last regular season loss was to Princeton 9-0 on
the 24th of February. It has been
difficult all season for the team
to stand up against the Ivy
leagues, but this match was
much less competitive than the
others.
The Howe Cup team championships, played on the weekend
of February 16th, ranked the
Bants 7th. They played matches
against Princeton, Penn, and
Dartmouth in round one. They
lost to all three but played a very
close match versus Dartmouth
6-3. In round two, they beat
Amherst 8-1 to obtain their 7th
place ranking. This ranking
leaves them behind only the Ivy
league schools in the rankings.
The team plans to celebrate
and reflect on their season this
Saturday at their team banquet
with awards and new team captain announcements. A new effort and achievement award has
MATTHEW
been named in honor of Anne Senior co-captain Carolyn Young played well in
Chick's father. The award will her last match of her Bantam career against Penn
be given out at the dinner.
at Ferris on Saturday.

PRINCE

Swimmers And Divers Shine At New Englands
qualifier, Allison King swam a '97 had great swims placing
terrifc heat in the 200 indi- them in that night's Einals in the
Sports Writer
, vidual medley. AsbAeieh 200 individual medley.
•VBfsdhoff '9'8, thrtearfif lone*"" 'TrestittienWyatiGetzhadah
Trinity's pool is now quiet for diver, dove so successfully that outstandingperformance in his
another eight months. The she made the first cut of thirty- 200 butterfly, just missing the
wake of the swimmers has sub- two women. Bischoff set a Trin- finals by two places. This showsided and the cheers of the ity record for three meter diving. ing as a first time college swimcrowd have faded into the backSophomore Jenny Moore's in- mer shows huge potential for
ground. Yet these past two dividual events qualified her for upcoming years. Ryan Vasquez,
weeks have been filled with ex- finals in the 200 backstroke. also a freshmen, was in a simicitement as both the men's and Alii McBride '98 broke Trinity's lar situation as Getz but he too
women's teams worked hard at record for the women's 1650 had a strong 50 breaststroke.
New Englands.
Tave Fitzpa trick, a junior, had
freestyle as well as swimming a
Reading week was a time of strong 500 freestyle. Another great sprint events in the 50 and
preparation for the women, as Trinity record was broken by 100 freestyle just missing
the team worked to enhance sophomore Ann Taylor in the Trinity's records held by alumni
their performances for New 200 backstroke. She also swam Jeff Pennington. A strong effort
Englands on the weekend of in the 50 and 100 backstroke was made by Tom Murray as he
March 23rd at Williams. This qualif ing in both those events as swam the 100 backstroke.
well bonded squad of fifteen well. While freshmen Karyn
Yet one of the most impresswimmers and four divers was Meyer and Katie Modzelewski sive accomplishments of the
able to qualify eleven swimmers justmissed inaking finals,they . weekend was made by junior
and a diver for the meet at Wil- had strong performances with: Scott Heidornife he set two Trinliams.
[W]ith so many rising seniors and a solid
The New Englands have a
specific agenda; at 10:30am, all
building block of underclassmen and
the teams have time trials.
incoming recruits, Trinity is looking
Those that qualify in the top 24,
go onto the finals, which take
optimistically to the future.
place at 6:30 in the evening. All
the women were able to swim huge potential for the 1997 sea- ity records in the 1000 and 1650
their personal best times, which son.
freestyle. Scott now holds four
only added to the Bantams'
All of the women's relays records for the Bantams in the
great success as they came in fif- qualified for the night's finals. 200, 500, 1000, and 1650
teenth out of thirty-three teams. There were five different races freestyle.
Captain Caitlin Corbiere '96 and the best was the 800
Through a lot of hard work
performed exceptionally well freestyle which came in 9th out and dedication, the mens and
in the last meet of her college of 24. Its team was made up of womens teams have come away
career, swimming the 400 indi- McBride, Guild, Moore, and with a season to be proud of.
vidual medley, 200 butterfly Giarratano. The men's team Captains Appleton and
also had a successful perfor- Corbiere led the team to many
and the 500 freestyle.
The four rising juniors also mance as they swam New difficult dual meets and were
had a great showing. Lisa Englands at Weslayan this past able.to come away with a few
Giarratano swam the 50 and weekend. Seven of the eleven big victories.
200 freestyle and her 100 swimmers and one diver qualiThe Bants will be losing three
freestyle qualified her for the fi- fied and traveled to New great seniors (the two captains
nals. Molly Modzelewski swam Englands as they swam against and Erin Finnempre) this year
individual heats as well as the twenty-seven other colleges.
but with so many rising seniors
relays.
Tim Plant '98 showed off and a solid building block of
Alyson Guild had a great Trinity's diving abilities as he underclassmen and incoming
sprint which qualified her for fi- nailed his dives coming in 19th recruits, Trinity is looking optinals in the 50 freestyle. Guild on both the one and three meter mistically to the future when
took an impressivel8th place boards. Senior captain Thomas they hit the water again for the
that night. Another finals Appleton and David McFarland 1997 season.
BY CATHERINE KURZ

Tim Plant '98, shown here in a meet last month at
Trinity, placed 19th at New Englands.

MATTHEW PRINCE

Strong Finish- Proves To Be
Promising For Next Year
continued from page 24
summer and has his aspirations set on attending the Nationals next year. Bookman
also has "high hopes for the future. We were a bunch of freshman this year and next year we
will have the extra year under
our belts. Having everyone
with a higher" level of maturity
will enable us to have a more
successful year."
:
MacLean dunks that the
Trinity wrestling program is
on the rise. Bantam wrestling
went on the upswing when

MacLean, a 1995 Trinity
graduate, received All-American Honors the.last three
years. Freshman have made
major contributions to this
team and there arc high expectations for next year.
"We've had heavy recruiting
this year and-.last year," said
MacLean. "More serious wrestlers'are starting to look at
Trinity, especially after our
showing in the NewEnglajid$
and Nationals, The :Trinity
wrestling program could mm
into a powerhouse," :
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Disappointing Hockey Season
Ends With A Decisive Victory
BY JOSH GOLDFINE

Sports Writer

In a season of unfulfilled expectations and many disappointing moments, the Trinity College men's
hockey team had only pride to play for
in their final four contests. The Bancams began their final fortnight of
games with home matches against
Maine foes Bowdoin and Colby on February 16th and 17th. They wound up

Men's ice Hockey

the campaign playing at Salem State
and Southern Maine the following
weekend.
However, the Polar Bears'and White
Mules weekend provided few highlights for the home folks. Facing two
of the top teams in the ECAC East, both
of which may be headed to the NCAA
tournament, the Bantams were again
victimized by what has plagued them
all season long; many undisciplined
penalties and a lack of defensive support for the goaltenders.

talented and slow-footed hosts and
skate away with a convincing 7-3 victory to close out the season. The Bantamscontrolled the game throughout,
using early goals by sophomore forwards Joe Roberto and Mike Bxtrns to
race out to a 2-0 lead after the first
period.
Defenseman Christian Sheehan,
playing in his final collegiate game,
scored on a pretty breakaway. Goals
by Terry Long '97, Kirk Chisholm '99,
Matt Clark '96, and Brian Hall '98
capped the scoring for the Bantams,
Without question, it wasa long season for this team. A 4-0-1 start before
Christmas quickly evaporated into a
4-4-1 record by the middle of January.
By the time the season was over, the
Bantams staggered home with an
overall record of 8-12-2 (7-11-1 in
ECAC East play).
"This year was a step down for us,"
said Coach Dunham, "We were within
apoint of makingthe playoffs last season, so we just have to step it back up
next season,"
Forward Mike Burns '98 agreed, "We
need to leam to play as a disciplined,
cohesive unit, one that plays for each
other with a common goal, of winning."
Dunham also pointed out that
many players, despite the team's

"This year was a step down for us.We were within
a point of making the playoffs last season, so we
just have to step it back up next season."
- Head Coach John Dunham
Despite 'Saturday everiirig's'tihal record; had hneTndividuaTca
score of 8-0 against Bowdoin, senior paigns. "Craig Muse had a great seagoaltender Jason Pinto, playing in his son. He had twenty-five goals, and
final collegiate home game, was excel- (freshman goaltender) Blair was outlent.
standing. He's one of the top young"He played very well," said coach goalies in the league so he's only goJohn Dunham. "Blair has come in this ing to get better. But, I think that the
year and taken the starting spot from ' two most consistent guys we had this
Jason/but he's accepted it really well." season were Gary Duncan and Neil
From the disappointment of the pre- Yonker." Both of those guys came td '
vious weekend, the Bantams had a play every -night and were really conweek to prepare for their final1 two sistent for us,"
games against Salem State and SouthMuse's twenty-five goals this year •'
ern Maine! "
•-•;'••
placed him- sixth -in the. Trinity,,
On Friday night, the/squadstfaveled' recordbooks fot goals scored r}ri .a north to Salem,' Mass. to face a tough $&-' single sea$on. •' ' . ' ' "
:
lem State' team. The Bantams con- .' Ofthisyear'sseniqrsjbunhanasaid,
trolled the play early, getting goals from • " "This was a hardworking, committed'
sophomore deferisemkn Jason Bridge group" of guys. I really wish that
(1 goal, 1 assist) and freshman forward things could.have gone better for'
and I Wish them all thebfest."
Dan Sullivan jump'out tp'an early 2-1" them,
1
"In terms of nextseasont Dunham'
lead. But, the home'team began towear
the Bantams down in the middle.' believes- that'the team'must be more
stanza, eventually escaping with a' 7-2 physical and-tougher "on defense, and"simply acquire more piire scorers tovictory,
. •: .
Trie following afternoon, the Ban-' pace the offense.
"Goal scorers come throughrecruittams traveled further north to Southern Maine University to finish up the ing," explained Dunham/ "You can't
make a guy a goal scorer. I think that
1995-96 campaign, •
• , In the final, game for seniors Jason "(the likelihood of) a new rink on camPinto, Casey Kutner, Billy Hogan, Gary pus will attract .the top players which
Duncan, and Matt Clark, the visitors we'have lost to some of the other
were able to take advantage of the less- • schools over the years."

Trinity's expectations for an ECAC Tournament were not
fulfilled this season.

Seniors Contribute in Final
Home Victory Over Cardinals
continued from page 24
"When we won seven in a row [to become
12-4], we were talking tournament,"
Ogrodnik said. "But for Wheaton, our
attitude was just, 'Let's play well again."1
And in their February 17 contest with
the Lyons, the Bantams did just that,
jumping out to a 40-28 halftime lead.
Trinity continued to extend its lead in
the second, allowing all 15 players to see
action, and eventually triumphed 85-63.
The Bantams shot 48 percent to
p
Senior Captain Keith Wolff led the
way with 24 points, and freshman John
Mulf inger came off the bench to score 13
points and add a game-high 8 rebounds.
Forward Brendon Gallagher '98 added 10
points and 7 boards to the Trinity attack.
The victory set up a February 21 home
date with Wesleyan University, whom
Trinity had defeated 71-67 on January 16
in Middletown.
Once again, Ogrodnik refused to let
his players think they were playing a
must-win game. .•-,''.
"We never talked about the postseason
before the game," Ogrodnik said. "We just
wanted to beat Wesleyan for our seniors."
Honored in a brief pregame ceremony
were Wolff, of Manchester, Connecticut,
and •Fair-field", Connecticut, resident
Mark Lotty '96, who were playing their
final home game in a Bantam uniform.
Both seniors had a hand in dismantling
the Cardinals.
Wolff led five Bantams in double figures with 21 points and added a gamehigh seven assists, as Trinity broke open
a close first half to lead by 12 at the break,,
46-34. Lotty, in just his fourth start of
the year, contributed six points and six
assists, and the Bantams ran away from
Wesleyan in the second half and prevailed, 86-61, Freshman J.B. Brokaw
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deserve and need for— ID— BOOKS— DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUrriON-ENTERTAJNM ENT—
EMERGENCY CASH— TICKETS-r-RESTAURANTS—
HOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALS—
REPAJRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RAT1NGI

No turn downs!
Ho credit checks!
No security deposit!
SEND HIE COUPON TODAY
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITIHI!

came off the bench to score a career-high
15.
Included in Wolff's point total was a
perfect 13-for-13 night from the foul line.
His free-throw shooting not only helped
prevent the Cardinals from mounting a
comeback, but moved him into second
place on both the College's single-season
and career free-throw percentage lists,
minimum 30 attempts. His 1995-96
mark of 89.7% (105/117) trails only the
90.6% (29/32) posted by Ron Carroll in
H
m<^S0: Wdfrpustietfrift Career figure
to 85.9% (310/361), surpassing the 85.0%
(100/127) of Dennis McCoy '92. However, Moody made all four of his attempts
from the charity stripe against
Wesleyan, and is now 41-of-47 (872%)
for his Bantam career.
"It would have beep fitting for Lotty
and Keith to finish their careers in a tournament," Ogrodnik said. "And from a
selfish standpoint, I would have liked for
the younger players to feel the pressure
of a one-and-out situation.
There could have been a lot of lessons
learned. I thought we continued to improve even in our three practices after
the Wesleyan game, and would have
been a tough opponent for anyone we
played."
While the opportunity for Wolff and
Lotty to once again experience
postseason excitement has past, the
younger players plan to use their snub as
motivation to return to the glory of the
NCAA Final Four they enjoyed a year
ago.
•
"It's a big disappointment not to be
anywhere, especially after last year,"
Hava said. "And the freshmen came here
to play in the NCAA tournament. As far
as I'm concerned, [being overlooked] is
definitely plenty of motivation [for next
season]."
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Carolyn Young: Bermuda Import Stars For Bantams
BY LEVI LITMAN
Sports Editor

Trinity College's Ferris Athletic Center has twice as many
squash courts as Carolyn
Young's native country, Bermuda. However, the six squash
courts in her homeland were
enough for Young to establish
herself as a premiere player both
in Bermuda and the United
States.
Young has been an impressive player since her father
taught her the game when she
was nine. By the age of fifteen,
just before she left for boarding
school, Young dominated the
Bermuda squash scene. She was
number one in both men's and
women's squash.
Young played on the varsity
squash team at Choate-Rosemary Hall for her entire high
school career. Each year, the top
women players from Choate are
invited to challenge the Trinity
women's squash team. Young
was the number one player at
Choate during her senior year.
She defeated the number five
player at Trinity in her challenge match. These matches,
the reputation of Trinity's
squash program as well as its
facilities, persuaded Young to
attend Trinity.
In her first year at Trinity, the
team played hardball squash on
the smaller courts. It was a type
of game that Young was very
unaccustomed to. Her ranking
on the team was number seven.
During her sophomore year, the

women changed to sof tball. As
Young was much more familiar
with softball, she jumped to
number two, and has maintained the number two position
ever since.
"There is more finesse and
strategy involved in softball,"
commented Young. "Because of
the wider court, you have wider
variety of shots and it's much
more physically exhausting. It's
more of a mental game than
hardball. Hardball is really
about who can hit the ball the
hardest, or who can hit the first
winner."
Young has excelled since
Trinity switched from hardball
to softball. This year, she was
named co-captain of the team
along with fellow senior Lindsay Con way. "Being elected into
that position is really great. Every day I look forward to going
to practice because it is my responsi bility to be there and help
Coach Bartlett run things
smoothly."
With Trinity's team record at
9-6, and Young's individual
record at 8-6, "it has been tough
this year," said Young. "We
aren't doing as well and it's
harder to get people psyched.
It's especially hard if I lose my
match and I'm down.
"But, as captain, you can't
mope about your match, you
have to cheer everyone on and
make sure they are pumped."
Young firmly believes that,
"mental preparation is the most
important part of the match.
You have to have an aggressive
mentality, you have to want to

blow your opponent away."
Two weeks ago, the team traveled to Yale for the Howe Cup
Tournament. However, these
games did not count towards
regular season rankings. Over
the weekend, Trinity played
matches against Amherst,
Princeton, Brown, Dartmouth,
and Penn. In this team event,
Trinity placed seventh out of
twenty six schools.
"The whole team played extremely well," said Young. "It
was a nice way to end the season."

of Trinity's squash team played
at the same time, so no one was
be able to watch and cheer on
their teammates. Young feels
that this feature makes the
Howe Cup more of an individual tournament than a team
tournament.
She was also disappointed
because she thrives in the presence of crowds. In early February, when both squash teams
took on Williams, Ferris was
packed with people.
"It was really exciting," exclaimed Young. "I like the
crowd, it pushes you and you
can sense the excitement. It inspires me."
Last weekend, Young and the
remainder of the top fi veTrinity
players were involved in the final squash event of the season,
an individual intercollegiate
tournament.
Both the men's and women's
tournaments were played simultaneously at Ferris Athletic
Center in front of many Trinity supporters.
After Young lost in the second round of the main draw, she
played in the feed-in consolation draw. In her fourth match
of the weekend she was defeated 9-6,7-9,9-4,9-5. "I played
really well and had one of my
greatest matches. I knew it was
my last match of my Trinity
squash career so I was pumped
for it. I felt there was a lot of
energy in the crowd."
Young, a history major, is still
very much in touch with her
native country, spending her
. .summers and vacations in Ber-

muda. Her senior thesis involved the effect of slavery on
nationalism in the British Caribbean, specifically the islands
of Jamaica, Barbados, and
Guiana.
While the British Caribbean
islands had large sugar plantations that imported many
slaves, Bermuda, because of it's
size (the island is shaped like a
fish hook twenty miles long and
one mile wide), only had domesticated slavery.
While the British Caribbean
islands are now poverty
stricken, Bermuda, a British dependent country, is abundant
with wealth from the tourism
industry. Another industry
which is prosperous in Bermuda and interests Young is the
insurance business. She has interned at Johnson-Higgins, an
insurance brokerage firm in
Hartford.
If Young does decide to return
to Bermuda, she may either
work in insurance or at one of
her father's retail stores. However, next year she hopes to use
her one year visa to work in the
United States.
Living in the United States
permanently also remains an
option, as Bermuda is just an
hour and a half plane ride from
Boston.
Aside from savoring the competitiveness and intensity that
the game brings, not to mention
the endurance that it requires,
Young also likes it because "It's
an individual sport that you can
play for the rest of your life. It's
very, enjoyable."
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Men's Squash (13-3) Place Four In Individual Tournament
for fifth place. The men lost 6-3, earning
a sixth place finish. Coach Paul
Sports Writer
Assaiante says, "The team finished the
intercollegiates well. One of the team
After the men's squash team's unde- goals was to not burn out and the Banfeated start was ended by Harvard, their tams successfully did not."
The intercollegiate tournament is the
strongest opposition came in the form of
second ranked Amherst College. Trinity official end to the season, but this past
was confident that they could win, but weekend the men's and women's singles
the hard fight (several matches went to championships were held here at Trinfive games) came to a close with a 7-2 ity. The top six on the men's team comloss. The Bantams were frustrated and peted and four of these six ended ended
felt as if the win could have belonged to the tournament with rankings in the top
32 (out of a 64 man draw). The four who
them.
The team traveled to Philadelphia two placed high were Mike Bittner '97,
weeks ago to take on the University of Charlie Saunders '99, Austin Perkins '96
Pennsylvania and Franklin and and Tosh Belsinger '97..
Marshall. The team defeated Franklin
Assaiante said of Burner's perforand Marshall 8-1, with Mike Bittner '97 mance, "Mike ended up placing eleventh,
at number one taking the only loss. with nine of the top ten coming from forAgainst Penn, however, the Bantams en- eign countries." This places Mike at the
dured their second loss of the season. very top of the players from the United
They ended up losing 6-3, but many of States. Bittner also looks to become a
the matches were again extremely close. three time Ail-American this season.
The end of the season arrived when Other highlights of the season according
the team ventured to New Haven to take to Assaiante was the improvement that
part in the NISRA Team Championship. he saw in Tosh Belsinger's play. Belsinger
The Bantams first opponent was Penn, played number four all season and ended
and Trinity eagerly awaited the rematch. his season with a great win over his
The men played very hard, but lost 5-4. Western Ontario opponent.
The loss to Penn allowed them to play
Jon Freeman '98 feels that next year
Yale the next day. They had already the team will face the same kind of combeaten Yale earlier in the season, and petition but that their mental training
once again prevailed, winning 7-2. With from this season will carry over. Their
this victory, they played Western Ontario goals will stay the same but their means
BY AMANDA TUCKER

Tosh Belsinger '97 prepares for a match Saturday morning at
Ferris Athletic Center.
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Bants Bring Home Two
New England Champions
the New England Championships so, the
Bantams were facing much tougher
Sports Editor
"Ml"
" " "
ner performance in the triple jump at the
While the majority of Trinity students New England Championships with a
had already left for home or other vaca- fourth place jump of 4310". The men's
tion spots for Reading Week, several distance medley team set a personal
members of the indoor track team trav- team best, as three of the four, runners
eled to Massachusetts to participate in achieved their own personal records.
the New England Division 111 Indoor
Karp, Appleyard and Baker each-.set
Track Championships. The men's team personal records An their respective relay
ran at Brandeis University. The women legs helping the team shave twelve secreturned to Smith College in onds of their previous best time. Despite
Northampton which was also the site of their tremendous race, the team finished
their previous race, the Smith Last eighth with a time which barely missed
Chance Invitational.
a top six finish.
The women had a more difficult time
Senior Co-Captain Kathrin Phelan
thrived in the familiar surroundings by at the meet than did the men. The
becoming the New England Champion 4x800m relay team finished sixth in. a
in the 1000m with a time of 3:04.49 min- race surrounded by controversy. On the
utes. Yolanda Flamino '99 finished sixth third leg of the race, the meet officials
in the same race. The 4x800m relay miscounted the laps allowing the runteam of Flamino, Jill Romano '97, Pam ners to run only three laps instead of four.
Kelley '99 and Phelan finished fourth To offset the error, the anchor leg had to
with an approximate time of 9:55. run five laps. In spite of the mistake of
Michelle Miller '97 ran the 55m hurdles the officials, head coach George Suitor
in 8.95 seconds earning a fifth place fin- was pleased with their race.
ish.
Phelan, placing eighth, ran a personal
The men's meet at Brandeis was high- best 800m race, while Miller narrowly
lighted by New England Triple Jump missed qualifying for the finals of the
Champion Frank Taylor '97. His win- 55m hurdles; her time was off by .01 secning jump was 44 feet. In addition, Tay- onds.
lor leapt to fourth place in the long jump
Baker said of the race: "Overall, it was
with a distance of 2010.75". Jon Karp ran a worthwhile trip to the ECACs, despite
asolid55m race while the men's distance the bad weather and the tough times that
medley relay team of Karp (400m), some of us had."
Etienne Shanon '96 (800m), Ben
Everyone seemed happy about the inAppleyard '98 (1200m) and junior Co- door season, especially Coach Suitor.
Captain Chuck Baker (1600m) partici"Overall, our whole season was very,
pated in the meet as well. Everyone was very good. We had several athletes set
pleased with the meet results (men place personal records during the season. It's
12th and the women 16th) and Baker felt a good way to get ready for the outdoor
that much had been learned during the season and we are expecting big things
weekend.
from some of the kids outdoors."
"I think the New Englands were a very
Preparations for the outdoor season
good experience for both the men's and have already begun. Several people have
women's teams, We had two event win- recently joined and rejoined the team for
ners in Kathrin [Phelan] and Frank [Tay- the spring season during the past week.
lor] and obviously that is extremely good After two weeks of intense practices, the
for the team."
team will fly to Atlanta for spring break
To end their Reading Week, a portion training.
of the team ventured through the late
They will compete in their first meet
winter snowstorm to Wheaton College while in Georgia at Emory University.
for the Eastern College Athletic Confer- They will race against over thirty teams
ence Championships.i
then return home to Hartford for the reThis meet is harder to qualify for than mainder of the outdoor season.
BY JIM RODRICUES
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I This season Kara Ryczek '96 has
I reached three Trinity assist records
I with most assists in a career, in a
[single season, and in one game.
fMost assists career:
412
Kara Ryczek'96
398
Karen Rodgers '85
320
Maryanne O'Donnell '89
319
Kathy Moynagh '93
267
Terrie Johnson '83
237
Lisa O'Connell '93
224
BJ.Toolan'95
Most assists single season:
158 Kara Ryczek (1995-96)
152 Kara Ryczek (1994-95)
114 Maryanne O'Donnell
(1988-89)
109 Karen Rodgers (1984-85)
107 Karen Rodgers (1983-84)
98
Lisa O'Connell (1992-93)
Most assists one game:
16 Kara Ryczek vs. Elms College
(1995-96)
113 Colleen McGlynn vs. Babson
(1995-96)
|12 Maryanne O'Donnell vs.
Williams (1988-89)
Maryanne O'Donnell vs.
Wesleyan (1988-89)
Kathy Schlein vs. Bridgeport
(1978-79)
Terrie Johnson vs. Conn College
(1980-81)
Karen Rodgers vs. Smith (1983_________________________
[Craig Muse '97 set a school record
[this year when he scored six goals
lin one game against Wesleyan. In
[addition, this season he has placed
16th in the recordbooks for most
I goals in a season.
I Most Goals Single Season:
39 George Brinkley (1978-79)
35 George Brinkley (1977-78)
30 VernMeyer (1985-56)
2 9 ' Bob Plumb (1978-79)
26 Tom Lenahan (1976-77)
25 Craig Muse (1995-96)

Coliege View Cafe Weekly Sports Trivia Contest:
Rules; The first person to correctly answer all five trivia questions and leave a voice
mail message at the Tripod X2583 will win a pitcher of Icehouse at the View.
1) Which Big East team upset UNC in the Sweet 16 in the 1994 NCAA Tournament?
2) Who coached the Oklahoma State Cowboys to the 1995 Final Four?
3)
won the 1994 Final Four MVP award.
4) What university holds the record for most consecutive NCAA tournament
championships?
5) Name the Duke star who ended UConn's tournament hopes in 1990?
Answers from last week: 1) Red Auerbach 2) Bob Petit/Elgin Baylor and John
Stockton/Karl Malone 3) Four 4) Bob Petit 5) Two

Women's Final Basketball Statistics
POS FG
F
121
Martin
96
Dinklage
G-F
Canty
F
111
Ryczek
G 91
Lally
F
86
Earls
G
46
G
Leonard
38
Anderson G 26
McGlynn G
23
Welker
G-F 18
McConarty G
3
Flamen
G 3
Rideout
F
2
PLAYER

FGA FG% REB
217 55.8 139
284 33.8 105
229 48.5 173
195 46.7 54
190 45.3 118145 31.7 56
116 32.8 62
97
26.8 106
29.1 52
79
40.9
36
44
16
18.8 11
9
33.3 3
40.0 2
5

AST
11
36
25

158
13
10
18
50
71
4
0
2
2

STL PTS
18
276
259
35
25
255
59
241
42
216

PPG HIGL
11.5 35
11.3 31
10.2 26
9.6
20

22
29

122
82

36

69

0

5

2.8
2.7
2.8
1.1
1.2
1.2

46
11
2
2

67
39
10
6

8.6
5.3
3.7

18

17
14
7
7
7
3

4
3

1995-96 entire season- Team Record: 16-9
—w

Men's Final Basketball Statistics
PLAYER
POS
Wolfl
G
G-F
Moody
Bednar
F
McKelvin G
Mulfinger F
Webster
F
Brokaw
G-F
Lotty
G
Gallagher F
Hava
G
Devanney F
Reilly
G
Sharpe
F
Lynch
G
F
Calio
Levin
F
Germanowski:F

FG
169
107
98
61
51
51
32
22
32
14
18

7
7
2
2
0
0

STL

80

AST
62
41
31
51
23
3
11
28
9

30

68

16
1

FGA FG%
372 45.4
213 50.2
161 60.9
170 35.9
124 41.1
92
55.4
64
50.0
57
38.6
50
64.0
49
28.6
40.0
45
63.6
11
16
43.8
9
22.2
50.0
4

REB
120
72
167
38
62
103
73
30

3

7

3

0.0
0.0

40
7
13
7
6
3

3
0
0

5
1
0
1

26
17
35
14
11
10
13
20

7
4
2
2
1
0
0

PTS
497
267
254
169
138
126
84
75
75
59

52
17
17

10
6

1
0

PPG HIGt
22.6 Si
12.1 20
11.5 24
16.9 29
6.3
18
5.7
21
3.8
15
11
3.4
12
5.0
11
2.8

.25
2.4

2.1
2.0
2.0
.2
0.0

8
4
4

6
6

1
0

1995-96 entire season- Team Record -.14-8
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Trinity Reaches Semi-Finals Of ECAC Tournament
Bv CLAY SIEGERT

Senior Editor

The women's basketball
team's unprecedented run in
the 1996 ECAC Tournament
came to an abrupt end with a
disappointing 95-67 defeat to
Bowdoin on Friday night in
Amherst, MA. Trinity, which
was seeded fourth, reached the
semifinal round for the first
time under Head Coach
Maureen Pine by beating Western Connecticut, 68-59, last
Tuesday at Ray Oosting Gymnasium.
"It was nice to get as far as we
did in the tournament," said
Pine. "We just ran into a team
that was playing very well. You
have to give credit where credit
is due."
On Friday, Trinity faced
Bowdoin, the eighth-seeded
team which upset top-ranked
Wheaton in the quarterfinals.
The Bantams started strong
against the Polar Bears leading
28-22 midway through the first
half. "We came out passing the
ball well and playing great defense," said Kara Ryczek '96,
who scored eight points.
But Bowdoin used a 23-6 run
at the end o£ .the fixst half to take
a 45-34 half time lead. "At the
end of the first half we weren't
playing badly, [Bowdoin] just
couldn't miss. They had something to prove because they

layup to extend her team's lead
to 64-48.
"Our pressure defense forced
our forwards to extend up to
midcourt so there was no one on
the blocks to play help defense,"
said Susan Lally '96.
Trinity closed the gap to 6654 on six straight points by
Carolynn Canty '98. But the Polar Bears outscored the Bantams
29-13 over the final 8:29 as Jasmine Obhrai and Tracy
Mulholland scored eight and
seven points, respectively.
"All our shots went in and
out," said Lally. "I don't think
I've ever seen a team shoot like
[Bowdoin] did."
Lally led Trinity with 13
points, while Sarah Martin '98
and Canty added 12 points
apiece. Obhrai scored a gamehigh 27 points for Bowdoin.
The loss to Bowdoin ended
Trinity's (16-9) sixth consecutive winning season. Trinity
previously qualified for the
ECAC Tournament during the
1988-89 and 1990-91 seasons,
losing in the quarterfinals both
times. Last season, Trinity
earned
its only NCAA Tourna^
GUS ELLISON
Co-Captain Susan Lally '96 works for a shot
ment bid and advanced to the
Tuesday night against Western Connecticut
second round.
were only seeded eighth," said and limited Trinity to only 34%.
Friday's game also concluded
Catherine Anderspn '97 ahpvtf,
h ^s.aer§ r ,o£<
In the-second, half ^Bowdoin. tje
^ ^
Bowdoin which had an 18-6 continued its hot shooting and Ryczek and Lally, who 'hlTHer"
regular season record.
continuously broke down first career three-pointer in the
For the half, Bowdoin shot Trinity's pressure defense. At closing minutes. Ryczek had
50% from the field, including the 10:07 mark, Bowdoin's lead- five assists in her final game and
56% from three-point range, ing scorer Laura Shultz hit a now holds the College records

for assists in a career (412), season (158) and game (16), which
she set during the Bantams'
regular season-ending victory
over Elms College.
In the quarterfinals round
against Western Connecticut,
Trinity found itself down 26-12
with 6:38 remaining in the first
half after committing nine
turnovers. But the Bantams
outscored the Colonials, 15-8, as
Susan Dinklage '97 hit a jumper
with 1.2 seconds left to make
the score, 34-28, at the half.
"We were so juiced up when
the game started that it took us
a while to get composed," said
Pine, whose team shot just 30%
in the first half.
In the second half, Trinity
used a 12-0 run to take a 50-45
lead with 10:46 remaining in
the game. During the run,
Western's leading scorer Amy
Matthews (17 ppg) lef t the game
with an ankle sprain. After
Matthews left, the Bantams
pounced and outscored the
Colonials, 24-12.
"The injury to Matthews was
an unfortunate thing, but I
would like to think our play at
that point had more to with [the
turnaround in the game]," said
Pine.

liS'll

scored 14 points for Trinity,
which beat Western, 57-56, on
February 15th. Matthews finished with a game-high 19
points for the Colonials.

Jones Receives All-American Award
really need to focus and believe a goal of mine at the start of the
. in yourself to do well in the Na- season. I am proud of my ac- Sports Editor
tionals."
complishments, but I feel that I
Friday evening Jones chal- could have done better. It leaves
A'young and improved Trin- lenged number one seeded and me more to work for next year."
Assistant wrestling coach
ity wrestling team has experi- eventual champion Brandon
enced continued success over Penzkover from Wisconsin Tucker MacLean, who worked
the past two weeks. Junior cap- LaCrosse. While Jones re- hard with Jones during the two
tain Ray Jones earned All- mained confident, he was over- weeks before nationals was imAmerican Honors by wrestling whelmed by the best wrestler pressed with Jones' last match.
"He won big. It's a pride issue to
his way to a seventh place fin- in his class.
Jones continued his formi- win your last match."
ish in the Nationals last weekg during hi?
MacLean also thinks highly
end in Cortland, New York. Two
of Jones' sense of leadership toweeks earlier, the Bantams
wards this young Bantam team.
placed three wrestlers in the
"As captain, he demonstrated
New England Championships
that he would assume the role
at Plymouth State.
by showing up, working hard,
Following Jones' second place
and acting as a leader."
finish in the 167 pound division
Jones hasshared thespotlight
of the New Englands, he
with freshmen Jason Gabriele
clinched a wildcard birth for the
(wrestling in the 190 pound diDivision III National Tournavision) and Ty Bookman (wresment. "The Nationals bring a.
tling in the 150 pound division.)
whole new level of intensity,"
Both newcomers went into the
explained Jones. "It is very imNew Englands and came out
pressive to see the quality and
placing fourth and sixth respecintensity of the wrestlers, it's
tively in their weight classes.
very different from the New
Ray Jones '97 has led a young
"I was extremely happy wi th
Englands."
•
Bantam team this year.
my performance,".said Gabriele
Jones entered the Nationals as
a wildcard and was not seeded fourth match of the day against who attributed his success in
in the top eight (out of nineteen the seven seed Mike Hoskins, the tournament to his mental
preparation and practice work
wrestlers). However, Jones went and prevailed 10-7.
On Saturday, Jones again ethic. "Wrestling is a mental
onto the mats Friday morning
with extreme focus and crushed faced Smith in what was his game. You have to tell yourself
his first opponent 7-1. The same last match of the tournament. that nothing will stop you or get
afternoon, Jones wrestled He finished his season on an in your way. You have to set a
eighth-seeded Keith Smith from impressive note, defeating goal and keep on telling yourOswego and showed no fear in Smith in convincing fashionlO- self that you are the best."
1. With the victory, Jones
punishing him 15-5.
Both Bookman and Gabriele
Jones credited his early suc- earned a seventh place finish are already looking towards
cess to his previous experience and All-American Honors in next year. Gabriele is planning
in the Nationals two years ago. the 167 pound weight division. . on wrestling throughout the
He added that "focus is key. You
"Being an Ail-American was
see PROMISING page 19
BY LEVI LITMAN

ECAC Tourney Bid
BY MARK MENTQNE

Senior Editor

Stan Ogrodnik probably
hasn't, seen. i£ allin his {ifteeri'
years as head coach of the
men's basketkallteam, But he
has seen enough to be able to
prepare his teanifor whathappened two weekends ago.'
After winning their final
two games to finish the regular season at 14-8, the Bantams
were denied a spot in the
ECAC Division III New England tournament. The snub
marks the first time in three
years that Trinity was not invited to postseason play.
"I've learned through the years
not to expect anything,"
OgrodnLksaid. "After the last
game I told the team, 'Do I
think we should be there? Yes.
But anything can happen.'"
Despite the coach's warnings, Ogrodnik's players still
strongly, believed that they deserved a berth. •
"Obviously, we're disap-.
pointed," said point guard;
David Hava '97. "We had a
tough stretch [a. late-seasonfour-game losing streak which
ended
^the '
team's
NCAA tournament hopes],
but we were hack on the fight
track. We definitely expected
to make the ECACs."

.

Added Craig Moody '98, "It
was frustrating to see some of •
the teams that were chosen
ahead of us"
The sources of Moody's
. frustration may especially
: have been the inclusion of fellow NESCAC schools Connecticut College, Colby
College, and Tufts University,
Conn, the fifth-seed in the
eight-team tournament, finished its regular season at 177, but was defeated by the
Bantams. The number-sixseeded White Mules defeated
Trinity butended uponly 1410 overall Seventh-seeded
• Tufts finished 15-9 and lost to
Trinity in Medford.
However, the Bantams were
a combined 2-4 against the
ECAC New England field, including losses to UMass. Dartmouth,
Eastern
; Nazarene, and Amherst, the.
• top-seed and eventual cham. 'pions,
"1 could have envisioned
: some scenarios that would
have kept us out," Ogrodnik
• said, "but I was disappointed
in light of who did get in."
After a Valentine's day loss
at Amherst extended Trinity's
. losing streak to four and
; dropped it to 12-8 overall,
Ogrodnik changed the team's
focus for the final two games.
see SENIORS page 20

